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Abstract Following the major contributions of Wegener
and Argand (Part 1), it was the work of synthesis carried
out by R. Staub that represented the major contribution
Alpine geology made with respect to that heritage. The
research work of young scientists (Gagnebin, Juvet, Wavre,
Leuba) who had been influenced by Argand was of lesser
importance. Ampferer’s ground breaking contribution,
coming along with illuminating graphic illustrations, was
all but ignored. Although remaining fairly popular, the
theory of continental drift found itself under the heavy fire
of criticism from influential geologists in the USA and
in Europe. In order to test the validity of the idea,
C.E. Wegmann suggested linking geological field work with
oceanographic research. He showed that the trajectories of
drifting had to be conceived as following the small circles
of the sphere. With regard to Alpine geologists of the time,
they were renowned for the high quality of their geological
mapping. This remained the very special activity in which
they excelled, but they focused on topics that were
becoming narrower and narrower, and increasingly spec-
ialised. The new avenues for research that Holmes and
Hess opened up had but little impact on Alpine geologists.
In fact, they apparently remained unaware of a note by
Holmes written in German and published in a Swiss jour-
nal. On the eve of the Second World War, the meeting of
the Geologische Vereinigung devoted to the origin of the
Atlantic Ocean confirmed that continental drift was being
seriously challenged, although a few papers pointed to new
developments, e.g. that in Iceland extensional tectonics had
been active for the last 5,000 years. Most Alpine geologists
were either highly critical of the theory of plate tectonic
when it arrived or expressed serious reservations towards
the idea. Of the exceptions, first Laubscher and then Ber-
noulli showed very clearly how important the new theory
could be for understanding the evolution of Alpine orog-
eny. Continental drift and plate tectonics were very much
the product of the creative imagination of human minds.
Whereas Wegener used a broad range of confirmed results,
plate tectonics sprang out of the new research being carried
out in the domain of oceans. Graphic illustration was one
of the favourite vehicles used to put across these new
perspectives. Sometimes their impact remained alive long
after their author had withdrawn his backing for the idea
(as was the case for Argand’s ‘‘embryonic tectonics’’);
sometimes, even in spite of their very high standard, they
were just ignored (which was the case for Ampferer).
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Re´sume´ Apre`s les contributions majeures de Wegener
puis d’Argand, les synthe`ses de R. Staub repre´sentent
l’apport alpin majeur de cet he´ritage. Les travaux de jeunes
chercheurs (Gagnebin, Juvet, Wavre, Leuba) gravitant au-
tour d’Argand ont une porte´e mineure. L’apport novateur
d’Ampferer, illustre´s de dessins suggestifs pre´figurant la
tectonique des plaques, est largement ignore´. Gardant une
certaine popularite´, la the´orie de la de´rive des continents se
trouve fortement critique´e aux USA et en Europe par
des ge´ologues influents. Pour en tester la validite´,
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C.E. Wegmann, propose d’associe´s des travaux terrain, a`
des recherches en mer. Il montre que les trajectoires de
de´rives doivent eˆtre envisage´es le long des petits cercles
sphe`re. La cartographie de haute qualite´ des ge´ologues
alpins reste la voie privile´gie´e de leurs travaux, mais
englobe des objets de plus en plus limite´s et spe´cialise´s.
Les ouvertures d’Holmes ou d’Hess n’ont que peu d’impact
sur les ge´ologues alpins. Une note du premier, re´dige´e en
allemand et publie´e dans une revue suisse, reste ignore´e. A
la veille de la guerre, la re´union de la Geologische Vere-
inigung consacre´e a` l’e´volution de l’Atlantique confirme la
contestation de la de´rive des continents, bien qu’on signale,
qu’en Islande, des distensions sont reste´es actives au cours
des derniers 5’000 ans. La plupart des ge´ologues alpins se
montrent critique ou tout au moins re´serve´, lors de
l’e´mergence de la tectonique des plaques. H. Laubscher,
puis Bernoulli montrent au contraire tout l’inte´reˆt que la
nouvelle the´orie apporte pour suivre l’e´volution de l’oro-
gene`se alpine. La de´rive des continents et la tectonique des
plaques ont e´te´ nourries par l’imagination. Alors que
Wegener s’est servi d’un large e´ventail de re´sultats connus,
la tectonique des plaques est ne´e des investigation nouv-
elles du domaine oce´anique. L’illustration a e´te´ l’un des
vecteurs privile´gie´s pour la pre´sentation des nouvelles
visions. Parfois leur influence a persiste´ au-dela` du soutien
de leur auteur (tectonique embryonnaire d’Argand); parf-
ois, malgre´ leur qualite´, elles furent ignore´es (Ampferer).
1 Introduction
This article is the continuation and completion of the his-
tory of ideas and actions, which led to the concept of plate
tectonics, as seen through the eyes of Swiss and Alpine
geologists. In Part 1 of this history, ideas on the large-scale
structure of the Earth and the hypothesis of continental drift
were followed through the nineteenth century into the early
decades of the twentieth (Schaer, 2010; see Appendix). At
the beginning of the twentieth century, geologists believed
that folded continental mountain chains like the Alps were
due to horizontal compression, resulting from contractions
of the Earth’s crust as it cooled. In 1918, Albert Heim
defended this point of view and illustrated it with a geo-
logical section across Switzerland (Heim, 1918). In 1915,
however, and in short notes as early as 1912, the geo-
physicist and meteorologist Alfred Wegener in Die
Entstehung der Kontinente und Ozeane (The Origin of
Continents and Oceans) proposed that mountains were the
result of collisions between light continents drifting and
floating on denser material of the Earth’s interior, which
also formed the floors of the oceans (Wegener, 1912a, b,
1915, 1936). Before this, Ampferer (1906) had already
proposed that mountain ranges were the result of active
movements of material inside the Earth. Wegener used
numerous morphological, palaeoecological, geological and
gravimetric data to justify his hypothesis of drifting con-
tinents. He was innovative in his successful use of
paleogeographic and paleoclimatologic reconstitutions.
Although very popular, his concept only received reserved
approval from the active scientific community. Most
Alpine geologists found it too audacious and too far
removed from the field data. In the first critical analysis
written in French, Elie Gagnebin welcomed it as a working
hypothesis, but was very reserved regarding the arguments
of a geophysicist who, in his opinion, was not sufficiently
versed in structural geology (Gagnebin, 1922). In contrast,
Emile Argand integrated Wegener’s (1915) theory into his
conception of the evolution of the Alps already in a lecture
given. At that time, for him, the Alpine orogeny had been
the result of a permanent compression dominated by what
he called embryonic tectonics, a concept which he illus-
trated so admirably that it had an incomparable and lasting
success. However, he himself abandoned it in his major
work, La Tectonique de l’Asie (The Tectonics of Asia), in
favour of an evolution that first originated in an extension
regime, finally leading to the splitting of the continental
crust, with local emergence of basic rocks, constituting the
bottom of new oceanic floors (Argand, 1924). He suggested
that geosynclines were formed on the slope and at the foot
of the continental margins by the large accumulation of
sediments transported by submarine slumping. During the
following compressive stage, intrusion of basic magma and
slices of ocean floor were transported upwards between
overlapping continental masses, forming extensive ophio-
litic zones. Although admired for his enormous
accomplishment, La Tectonique de l’Asie remained ignored
for its most innovative propositions, which clearly fore-
shadowed plate tectonics. After this major work, Argand
practically abandoned geology. His last publication, Guide
ge´ologique de la Suisse: la zone pennique (Geological
Guide to Switzerland: the Pennine Zone, Argand, 1934),
revived his argument of the early evolution of the geo-
syncline in a context of extension, followed by thrusts
involving the ocean floor, but this concept, the precursor to
plate tectonics, had no greater success than at its first
appearance.
In spite of Argand’s demise, some of his students at the
University of Neuchaˆtel did carry these ideas out into the
world in the 1920s and 1930s, and we pick up the story
with these relatively unknown figures and the heritage
which they carried forward (Chap. 2 in the following).
Perhaps the most important bearer of his ideas, however,
was Rudolf Staub, whose monograph Der Bau der Alpen
(The Structure of the Alps) was partly written in Neuchaˆtel
under Argand’s guidance. Another person strongly
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influenced by Argand’s ideas was Andre´ Amstutz, who
introduced the term ‘‘subduction’’ into the geological
vocabulary (Amstutz, 1951; White et al., 1970).
Following the Alpine connections through the period
between the World Wars, influential carriers of Wegener’s
sweeping concept of continental drift and Argand’s com-
plementary ideas on collisional orogenesis become few and
far between. As shown in Chap. 3, diverse opinions pro-
liferate and many Alpine geologists prefer to study Alpine
geology in ever greater detail without entering into debates
about the larger picture or geotectonic consequences.
C.E. Wegmann, a former student of Argand, became pro-
fessor at Neuchaˆtel in 1940 and refused to teach the ideas
of Wegener and Argand, maintaining that the kind of
sterile and pointless debate which those ideas engendered
should be avoided in favour of focussed research on
solvable problems. Nevertheless, he proposed an ambitious
multidisciplinary research project in the Arctic to test the
drift hypothesis (which never became more than a pro-
posal), and was one of the first to note that drift trajectories
would have to be examined using the small circles of the
sphere about any axis (Wegmann, 1948). A useful ther-
mometer of the state of the drift debate at the beginning of
World War Two is provided by the proceedings of the
Atlantis conference of the Geologische Vereinigung, at
Frankfurt am Main in 1939. Opinions were split into three:
a third backed Wegener’s propositions, a third were gen-
erally favourable but with important reservations, and a
third were openly hostile to such ideas. There were, how-
ever, a few research contributions of note, such as an
analysis of the fissure eruptions on Iceland suggesting
extension at a rate of 2–6 mm per year over the last
5,000 years (Bernauer, 1939). The English-speaking world
was also split at that time, with influential drifters such as
Du Toit and Holmes on one side of the Atlantic and general
rejection of the idea on the other, especially in USA.
In Chap. 4, the advent of plate tectonics in the late 1960s
is viewed from the standpoint of Alpine geologists, mainly
Swiss. The high quality cartography and geological map-
ping of Alpine geologists, which had brought so many
outstanding results, remained their main method of inves-
tigation, and tended to become gradually more detailed and
undertaken with a more and more specialized perspective.
Most of them were persuaded that the Earth’s evolution, its
kinematics and dynamics, should be studied through a
direct contact with rocks and that the sophisticated equip-
ment of geophysics and oceanography were only of
secondary importance. The main exception to this tendency
was Hans Laubscher, who very early, followed by
D. Bernoulli and others, applied the new concept to explain
the small-scale and large-scale features of the Alpine oro-
gen. Most Alpine geologists were more reticent and
carefully chewed on the ideas, but slowly joined the
revolution as different problems were addressed and found
clarification. The process of slow awakening is best doc-
umented in relation to Rudolf Tru¨mpy, the most eminent
Alpine geologist of the time, an early ‘‘drifter’’ who
gradually became a confirmed plate tectonician. As noted
earlier (Schaer, 2010), the process can be followed pre-
cisely through a whole series of papers between 1970 and
1985, as he slowly modified his convictions in the light of
the developing theory and at the same time emphasizes the
importance of continuing to collect field data and of
keeping an open mind (Schmid, 2009).
The concepts of continental drift and plate tectonics
were fed by the imagination of authors who knew how to
use data selectively to develop systems with new integra-
tive perspectives. Wegener used a large selection of
geological results, most of them already known, mainly to
illustrate crustal extension, the drifting apart of continents,
with only a few comments on continental collision and
Argand’s results in later editions of his book. In contrast,
plate tectonics was based on the acquisition and use of
large body of completely new data from oceanography and
geophysics. The authors who played a decisive role were
able to combine the experience and data of both geo-
physical and geological domains. In all of the research on
the Earth’s dynamics, even more so than words alone,
illustrations of conceptual models have had a great impact
in presenting and supporting the new ideas. Sometimes the
images were so strong that their influence persisted even
longer than the support of the author who produced them
(Argand and embryonic tectonics). Unfortunately, despite
their evocative qualities, some were ignored (Ampferer).
2 Argand’s heritage
In Neuchaˆtel as well as in Manchester (Marvin, 1985), the
people who were going to commit themselves to the pro-
motion of Wegener’s and Argand’s ideas were on the whole
research scientists coming from the field of exact sciences
(Schaer, 2003). In Neuchaˆtel, however, it seemed impos-
sible that anybody should declare himself against that trend
given the fact that Argand’s commitment came to it so early
in the day and because the aura surrounding his personality
was so awesome. His influence seems to have been great,
not only among his academic peers but also among students
working in other fields of science. Among the latter one
finds the mathematician Gustave Juvet.
2.1 Gustave Juvet (1896–1936)
After graduating in mathematics from Neuchaˆtel, Gustave
Juvet (Fig. 1, Schaer, 2005), a friend of the psychologist
Jean Piaget, moved to Paris to obtain his doctorat d’e´tat
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from one of the universities in the French capital. Along-
side the bookseller Blanchard he assumed the mantle of
publisher and launched into the translation of a series of
foreign scientific monographs dealing mainly with subjects
in the field of exact sciences. Among the books published
there were works by Weyl, Born, Sommerfeld, Jeans and
Thomson. The first translation into French of Wegener’s
book under the title La Gene`se des Continents et des
Oce´ans (Reichel, 1924) was number six of a series of 13
volumes, the only one in the field of natural sciences
(Wegener, 1924). The translator, Manfred Reichel (Fig. 2),
a student of German origin, was studying at the University
of Neuchaˆtel after having followed classes at the Geneva
School of Fine Arts. At the time, he was working on his
doctoral thesis in biology. Argand appreciated the qualities
that this artistic background brought along with it. He kept
for himself sketches drawn by this student because they
were endowed with a sense of geometry and an artistic flair
close to his own ideals. In the foreword to the book, both
the publisher and the translator thank Argand ‘‘for the
interest he has shown towards their undertaking’’. In a
letter to Gignoux, Argand believed that his own contribu-
tion had been of vital importance in throwing light on many
a point in the original German text:
My feeling is that ‘‘Die Entstehung der Kontinente
und Ozeane’’ is perfectly clear once put into French,
and we have to express our warmest congratulations
to Mr Manfred Reichel who has been the main
instrument in reaching such clarity. He has been
capable of grasping the finer nuances of our language
and is almost equally at ease when dealing with the
complex shades of meaning of the German tongue.
Mr Reichel is my assistant and the work of translation
has been carried out in my own laboratory. I went
over a good deal of the translation in manuscript form
with Mr Reichel, there were but very few pages we
didn’t examine together from three different angles:
first that of the fundamental meaning of the text, then
that of the various shades of meaning in the original
German text, and finally from the angle of the syntax
in French. (quoted in Schaer, 1991, p. 525).
In 1920, Juvet, who had not yet obtained his doctorate,
was nonetheless asked by the University of Neuchaˆtel to
stand in for one of the lecturers in astronomy and geodesy.
The following year he was appointed as a lecturer in those
fields, a part-time position he will hold until 1928, when he
was appointed to the chair of vector calculus and analytical
mechanics in Neuchaˆtel. His inaugural lecture in Lausanne
underlined the fact that this young researcher was open to
the modern developments taking place in the field of exact
sciences. The lecture dealt with the application of Ein-
stein’s theories to the field of astronomy (Juvet, 1921). He
offered an autographed version of this lecture to Argand:
‘‘To Professor Argand who is so well versed in geology,
from the world of tiny little pebbles to that of gigantic
nappes, my most delightful colleague and the most gentle
of accomplices!’’ In Paris, a few years later, Juvet (1925)
published an article on Wegener’s theory and its
implications.
Fig. 1 Gustave Juvet (1896–1936)
Fig. 2 Manfred Reichel (1896–1984)
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In spite of the magnificent dialectical aspect of the
argument and the splendid way in which pieces of
evidence fell into place, right from the start scientists
seemed unconvinced, and if a few paleontologists and
a few meteorologists rallied round Wegener’s ideas,
they were few and far between. The greatest number,
and most specifically geologists, were extremely
wary of the debate set in motion by Mr Wegener. Yet
one geologist, one of the most illustrious, Mr Emile
Argand, in a paper that will prove to be of crucial
value and epoch making in the history of geology, has
just shown that the theory of translations enables
scientists to throw new light on the whole of the
tectonics of Asia. (op. cit. p. 495).
Having examined the gravimetrical arguments con-
cerning the collision between Europe and Africa, then that
of India and Asia, Juvet came to the following conclusion:
Thus a new theory has come into being; let us offer
congratulations and let us rejoice, for far from dis-
missing its forebears ‘‘to the world of purple shrouds
in which dead gods are laid to rest’’ it has put to good
use the viable arguments they included and incorpo-
rated them in a more harmonious pattern to new
elements gained, thanks to the enduring patience and
tenacity of explorers and scientists. What is more, it
has found a solution to a few problems among the
host of questions with which nature troubles the spirit
of man, and it will solve a few others in the future.
Under new approximations one finds the former ones;
such is the way in which ‘‘the sound fabric of ideas,
those serena templae erected in honour of human
intelligence’’, survive. With Mr Argand, let us rest
assured that what is of lasting value in them ‘‘will be
grounded in the everlasting poetry of what is true, of
that truth which is given to us piecemeal, in minute
nuggets, which herald an order of the world whose
majesty towers above time’’. (op. cit., p. 504).
Juvet’s sudden death in 1936 put an end to what was a
most promising career. In Switzerland, his influence on all
questions concerning continental drift were to be further
extended and bring forth new developments.
2.2 Rolin Wavre (1896–1949)
When Juvet got to Paris, Rolin Wavre (Fig. 3), who had
been in the French capital since 1916 working on his own
doctoral thesis in mathematics (Fehr, 1950), introduced
him into Parisian scientific circles. On his return to Swit-
zerland, Wavre was appointed to the University of Geneva
and kept alive his marked interest in problems concerning
geodesy and astronomy. Two papers, Berner (1925) and
Wavre (1925), came out of this interest: in them, the PhD
student and his thesis director show that the forces set in
motion by the rotation of the Earth, those which Wegener
puts forward as providing the necessary drag for the
drifting of continents towards the Equator, are extremely
weak, and certainly not sufficient to bring about the for-
mation of great mountain ranges. At the beginning of a
subsequent paper, Wavre writes the following:
Wegener’s hypothesis, which is certainly an endless
source of questioning of our set ideas, as bold and
creative as it may be, must be looked at without bias,
from the standpoint of mechanics. It enables us to
throw light on an array of phenomena in the most
diverse of fields: palaeontology, climatology, tec-
tonics, etc …, which would otherwise seem utterly
unaccountable. (Wavre, 1932, p. 2).
He finishes his paper by saying:
…the two forces thus brought to the fore … are too
weak to displace alone a floating body with respect to
its own surroundings … Then, the only assumption
that can be made, would be that continents moved
very little in relation to their direct surroundings and
were dragged along with that very same environment
by currents in the sima, of great amplitude and
moving very slowly. This assumption could in any
case better account for the preservation of the out-
lines of Africa and South America. (op. cit., p. 190).
A copy of the paper from which those lines are taken
was sent to Argand with an inscription by the author. It is
Fig. 3 Rolin Wavre (1896–1949)
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now in the geology library of University of Neuchaˆtel: it
was still uncut and was thus never consulted by the person
it was sent to.
In Geneva, a paper by Mercier (1933) on continental
drift can also be seen as part of the same lineage, probably
inspired by statements in the book of L. W. Collet (1935),
who was at the time in charge of the teaching of geology at
the university. This trend of thought, and the works it will
bring forth, seems directly linked to the exchange of ideas
that lived on among a small group of young researchers, all
natives of Neuchaˆtel, who were under the influence of
Argand and were particularly concerned about the devel-
opment of modern scientific theories.
2.3 John Leuba (1884–1952)
Another important but little known personage, John Leuba
(Fig. 4), is to be set in the context of exchanges between
Neuchaˆtel and France, although he does not seem to have
been in contact with the afore-mentioned group. The son of
a pharmacist, and specialising in mycology, Leuba had first
engaged in the study of natural sciences at the Academy in
Neuchaˆtel, at the time the latter was being transformed into
a university. Because of his interest in geology, he became
Schardt’s assistant at the new university and was later to
marry his daughter. In 1916, he submitted a doctoral thesis
dedicated to the study of batrachians from Colombia. At
the time he was an assistant professor in the Histology and
Embryology Department in the medical faculty at Geneva.
Once he had completed his thesis, he went over to France
to work as a hospital volunteer, tending the wounded of the
First World War. Once the war was over, he completed his
medical studies in Geneva, then moved to Paris to work for
the Armand Colin publishing house, where he brought out
a textbook, Introduction a` la Ge´ologie (Leuba, 1925). The
sixth and last printing of the book was in 1941, an indi-
cation of the success of this slender volume. Over the
years, the author, by then deeply committed to the fields of
medicine and psychoanalysis, will never change the text of
the original edition. In his foreword to the book, he
expresses his wish to give a vivid account of the current
state of knowledge in geology, starting with contemporary
phenomena (erosion and sedimentation) and transposing
them to former periods in geological history.
Continental drift is introduced in the very first pages of
the book, but it is in the core of the book that Wegener’s
ideas are expounded in detail, in the sections on general
tectonics, and on the stratigraphy of the Carboniferous and
Quaternary periods. At numerous places, Leuba underlines
the importance of the ideas of his master, Schardt, and
refers, for instance, to Schardt’s research on the flow of
water and its thermic role in the deep crust of the Earth, on
the geometry of the folds of the Jura, and on the discovery
of the various forms of Alpine overthrusts. However, it is
to Argand’s and Wegener’s works that he constantly refers
to when setting out the current ideas on the formation of the
mountain ranges, ideas on which the whole dynamics of the
Earth rest. Leuba acknowledges that the ideas put forward
by these two authors are purely theoretical and must be
carefully tested and sifted through in the light of pieces of
evidence coming from the fields of geology, palaeontology
and geophysics. At the same time, he underlines the ben-
eficial aspects of those ideas for science in as much as they
help to eradicate ideas that many people now deem obso-
lete. For instance, we read: ‘‘The latest pieces of research
by Wegener and Argand have highlighted the fact that the
impact of folding must be felt deep underground, in con-
formity with isostasy. The concept of geosynclines is thus
seriously undermined, but even if it is doomed to fade
away, it will have been a useful tool for the interpretation
of facts that remain very real (Leuba, 1925, p. 77). In the
USA, Field (1938) later came to the same conclusion
(Oreskes, 1999, p. 254), but one will have to wait for
several decades before seeing the community of geologists
rally round those recommendations.
2.4 Other carriers of Argand’s ideas
The group of young research scientists from Neuchaˆtel who
tried to promote the ideas of both Wegener and Argand
never made up a tightly knit group, and they never had the
backing of their revered master. The local university wasFig. 4 John Leuba (1884–1952)
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tiny in size: at the time there were barely two hundred
students, taking all fields of study into account. This made
it extremely difficult to recruit a great number of students
of high calibre to the field of geology, which was consid-
ered to be very minor discipline. In addition, Argand seems
to have been particularly keen on imposing his image of
himself as the only outstanding scientist on the local scene.
Through his theatrical poses he made everybody aware that
he belonged to an altogether different world. In a letter
from Argand to his friend P. Arbenz, dated January 10,
1916, he writes: ‘‘…if truth be told, students are much of a
waste of time. When they are bright, they are ungrateful;
when they are grateful, they are almost invariably rather
stupid—the exceptions to this rule are few and far
between.’’ (Schaer, 2002, p. 276). Juvet, Reichel, Wavre
and Leuba, and also Wegmann (see later), were all research
scientists who later in life were to display great academic
talent, and very often expressed the marks of their esteem
to their master, Argand, and of the bond that they felt.
Never was there the slightest hint of any encouragement
emanating from him in the direction of his young admirers.
The feeling of complicity and intimacy that Argand
experienced in the presence of P.L. Borel, who was an Arts
student and later to become a well-known writer and
Argand’s biographer, never found its like with the young
students of science (Schaer, 1991).
In spite of this, and in spite of the circumstances which
led Argand to gradually abandon geology after the publi-
cation of his main work (Schaer, 2010), during the later
years of Argand’s life and beyond, the interest for the
theory of continental drift in Neuchaˆtel remained very
much alive. Eduard Guyot (1934a, b, 1935), the Professor
of Astronomy, who was the head of the local observatory,
wrote two short papers on this subject. He analyzed the
various data relevant to the measures of latitude and lon-
gitude from various geodesic stations in order to see
whether the variations registered in time were compatible
with the proposed drift of continental masses. Like other
research scientists, he underlined the fact that the results
obtained so far did not prove conclusive. He noted that in
the case when movements seemed to exist, their magnitude
was far below what Wegener had envisaged. In spite of
those ambiguities, his opinion was that research had to be
continued, paying special attention to increasing the
accuracy of the measurements. Even if astronomy was not
in a position to confirm continental drift, Guyot placed his
whole trust in Wegener’s ideas, convinced of the argu-
ments indicating that continents which today are separated
were once aˆtogether. In Neuchaˆtel high schools, as well as
in other Swiss establishments of the same type, when the
elements of geology were taught, which was not compul-
sory, the persons teaching the subject often repeated the
arguments used by Argand and Staub, which had impressed
them so much at the time they were students. It was thus
that Wegener’s ideas survived in Switzerland, as was the
case in Britain (Marvin, 1985). It is well seen in a school
textbook published much later in memory of Emile Argand
(Dubois & Portmann, 1955), called Histoire ge´ologique de
la Suisse. Also, in the very early post-war years, the small
book by Gagnebin (1946), Histoire de la Terre et des eˆtres
vivants, and its German translation by R. Tru¨mpy, found a
wide reading public. The book devotes a whole chapter to
the theory of continental drift. Due to the acclaim the book
received, it played an important role in keeping the idea
alive in Switzerland, especially among the new generations
interested in geology. It was in this way that the proposi-
tions of Wegener continued to be admired and propagated
in the world at large.
In Switzerland, in spite of Wegener’s and Argand’s
being kept very much alive, in the research community, the
latter’s line of thought did not lead to any further devel-
opment that could, because of its inspiration and breadth of
view, be considered as in direct line of descent. There is
one exception to this assertion, and it is a major one. Given
the very high calibre of his research on the Alps, and in
view of his extraordinary intellectual inventiveness and
great lyrical style, Rudolf Staub (1890–1961) showed
himself in his early career a worthy disciple of the great
pundit from Neuchaˆtel (Tru¨mpy, 1991). The two men were
almost of the same age, and for a few years they were close
friends. The doctoral dissertation which Staub wrote under
the supervision of Grubenmann, before he became friends
with Argand, dealt mainly with petrographical problems.
However, his first published paper showed that what we
now call structural geology and tectonics was already at the
very heart of his concerns. It was with that idea in mind
that he first got in touch with Argand. According to him, it
was in the course of a trip undertaken with the latter in the
Graubu¨nden that Argand suggested he should undertake a
research project in the Eastern Alps that would comple-
ment the one he, Argand, had just carried out in the
Western Alps. In order to do this, Staub spent several
months at the institute in Neuchaˆtel. When this piece of
research was published (Staub, 1924), the great friendship
that had steadily built up between the two men just evap-
orated and was replaced by a deep rift. Argand had the
impression that the book just made capital out of his own
ideas and was forced to quickly publish a paper summa-
rizing his opus magnum before it was completed (Argand,
1924), in order that his work took precedence over Staub’s
(see Schaer, 2010). He felt he had been wrong to introduce
his ideas to the man who had come to him for guidance,
before he himself had put them in written form. Later,
some form of reconciliation took place and put an end to
this violent clash (Tru¨mpy, 1991). Argand, who was by
then nearing the end of his seminal period in the domain of
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scientific ideas, never made any comment on his rival’s
subsequent publications. Staub, for his part, partially left
behind Argand’s ideas about continental mobility in favour
of ideas focusing on the theme of fixity which were due to
the influence of Kober and Stille (cf. Sengo¨r & Okuro-
gullari, 1991, note 12, p. 247). According to Tru¨mpy
(1991), Staub, although less rigorous than Argand when it
came to geometrical constructions, was a remarkable car-
tographer. He had a great capacity for synthesizing which
was often backed by brilliant flashes of intuition. Over the
course of the years he trained a host of young geologists at
the Zu¨rich Polytechnic (now the ETH Zu¨rich). They seem
to have been struck more by the inspired lectures he could
deliver on the top of high mountains than by his theoretical
approach (Tru¨mpy, 1991). The critical glance that this new
generation cast at a message that could seem, in their eyes,
to be lacking in rigour, certainly contributed to the partial
lack of trust they felt for the theory of continental drift, a
theory whose impact, in any case, was by then on the wane
in the whole of the scientific world.
Another heir to Argand’s ideas was Andre´ Amstutz
(1901–1981). Due to the various research projects he car-
ried out in the Pennine Zone in the Valais and the
Piedmont, as well as to the admiration he felt for Argand,
Amstutz, the person who introduced in 1951 the term
subduction into the vocabulary of geoscience (Amstutz,
1951, see White et al., 1970), had been strongly influenced
by the great master. Following his period of training in
Geneva, he carried out prospecting work in various parts of
the world. This geologist–petrographer was to pursue a
most successful industrial career, but he maintained a
marked interest in Alpine geology and continued with his
research in the root zone of Pennine nappes. However, as a
researcher he was rather isolated and he was incapable of
accepting any critical review of the assertions he was
putting forward. As a result, his influence on the devel-
opment of Alpine geology was practically non-existent, in
spite of the originality of some of his work, and his par-
ticularly refined illustrations.
3 Diverse opinions between the World Wars
and beyond
As has been noted in many works on the history of geology
in the twentieth century, in the run up to the plate tectonic
revolution, the period between the two World Wars seems
to have been a time of stagnation. The debate around the
concept of continental drift continued, with different
intensity and with different emphasis in different countries,
but it became less active and increasingly inconclusive.
Intensive geological research on land in many parts of the
world continued, also in the Alps, but it did not produce
conclusive evidence, one way or the other, as few were
relevant to assessing Wegener’s or Argand’s ideas.
Knowledge of the oceans and its floor remained rudimen-
tary and the new science of geophysics was engaged in its
own controversies. Nevertheless, diverse strands of the
arguments which would eventually be knotted together in
the concept of plate tectonics were being followed, brooded
over and digested. In this chapter, we follow the question
of the drifting of continents further, through the inter-war
period and into the post-war years.
3.1 Neuchaˆtel in the post-Argand period
From 1940, after having been active in Scandinavian
countries and Greenland, it was Ca¨sar Eugen Wegmann
(1896–1982) who found himself in charge of the teaching
of geology at the small university of Neuchaˆtel. As one of
Argand’s former students he was reunited with several of
his earlier fellow students. When it came to the problem of
continental drift, he took them aback by his very reserved
attitude and the guarded opinion he had formed through his
subsequent contacts with a varied group of geosciencists.
His turn of mind was rather conservative, and the experi-
ence he had derived from the various research projects he
had been associated with in Scandinavia directed his own
research towards the problems concerning the evolution of
the deep crust of the Earth. At that time, it seemed that this
type of research had little relevance to the question of
continental mobility. As far as he was concerned, the work
of Argand and even more so the ideas of Wegener should
be excluded from any form of core teaching, even at uni-
versity level. He considered that if undergraduates were
introduced to these ideas without being in the position of
grasping their finer shades of meaning, their implications
and their limitations, the result would be that such ideas
would very quickly become sterile and restricting. His
attitude was very close to the one expressed by P. Termier
(1926, p. 172) in his commentary to Wegener’s
propositions:
‘‘It is in the very essence of such a theory to seem
extremely convenient, which correspondingly brings
along with it a major threat. The danger is that
shallow minds will believe that riddles have found a
solution, whereas they have just been brushed to the
one side and replaced by another puzzle of much
broader implications, and even more impenetrable.’’
Yet in some of his research work, Wegmann strove to
make his position towards the problem of continental drift
clearer (Wegmann, 1943a, b, 1948, 1950). His own wish
was that the kind of sterile debates that seemed to be the
rule when it came to discussing those ideas should be
dropped in favour of research work focussing on targets
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that might bring clear-cut answers to some of the propo-
sitions. With that in view, he set out in various papers (e.g.
Wegmann, 1943b, 1950) a research project in an Arctic
region stretching from the north of Norway to the north of
Canada by way of the northern tip of Greenland. He was far
ahead of his time when he pointed out that the drift of
continental masses on the surface of the globe must be
examined through following the smaller circles of the
sphere, whose axis of rotation could be at any angle in
relation to the axis of rotation of the Earth. To try to shed
light on the possible shift of the continents in those areas,
he had his fellow astronomer Edmond Guyot draw up a
special map using an oblique Mercator projection (Fig. 5),
assuming that the masses displaced remained rigid, similar
to the maps used later to show plate movements. For
Wegmann, the research to be undertaken simply had to be
multidisciplinary and major planning following the broad
outline he sketched out. In order to get conclusive results,
he maintained that research had to focus on the oceans, at
that time still the great terra incognita. He displayed very
clearly the keen interest he had in marine geology with
regard to anything connected to morphology and sedi-
mentology, as well as geophysics. Interesting though the
research project may have been, it came to nothing. In any
case, it would have been highly improbable that Wegmann
himself could have led it. He was of a very anxious nature,
and there was a deep sense of persecution was stamped on
his personality. He would have found it extremely difficult
to be involved in a common research project along with
several other well-known scientists.
Later on, Wegmann tried to avoid referring to the
problem of continental drift whenever possible. When he
found himself cornered into doing so, his reservations were
all the greater since the structural problems linked to the
mobility of deep orogenic zones which he had investigated
in Scandinavian countries and in Greenland were for him
more fundamental, and more accessible, than the problem
of continental drift. In the confined world of the small
university town of Neuchaˆtel, the misgivings he expressed
towards what he considered to be the myth of continental
drift had but very little impact on the prestige bestowed
upon concept, and with such panache, by his illustrious
predecessor.
3.2 Other Swiss connections
Le´on-William Collet (1880–1957), who since 1918 had
been in charge of the teaching of geology at the University
Fig. 5 Map of Nordic countries in an oblique Mercator projection
showing a great circle running from northern Norway, passing W of
Spitzbergen and N of Greenland, to the Amundsen Strait from a
document prepared for the analysis of continental displacements
along the De Geer Line (Wegmann, 1943b)
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of Geneva, can be regarded as a great advocate in the
defence of Wegener’s and Argand’s research work (Pare´jas,
1957). This specialist on the Helvetic nappes between the
Arve and the Rhone rivers in the Central Alps, and the Aar
massif with its infolded autochthonous cover (Eiger-
Jungfrau line), was a great mountain climber. He played a
major role, towering way above any of his academic peers,
when it came to publicising what was known of Alpine and
Swiss geology in English-speaking countries. His main
contribution was his well known book, The Structure of the
Alps (Collet, 1935), which became a reference textbook,
not only in Great Britain but in Switzerland as well. The
lectures that this great scholar delivered in England, and his
teaching of Alpine geology at Harvard University over the
course of three winter semesters (1927–1929), did much
for the dissemination of knowledge of the Alps.
What made Collet’s The Structure of the Alps so special
was the set of very high quality graphic illustrations which
gave the book a special status. There were many cross-
sections that underlined very clearly the majesty of the
Alps as well as the complexity of its structures. Beyond the
frontal zones of the Northern Alps in which the author used
data gathered in the course of his own research work, the
illustrations that came along with Collet’s text were the
work of Staub and Argand. Collet, who had very little
inclination towards theoretical speculation, devoted a little
over one page to Wegener, trying to set out clearly the
factual elements of his theory. In this context, he men-
tioned the commentaries of Argand on the large masses of
mafic rock that occur under the Dent Blanche thrust, which
Argand interpreted as intrusions associated with the
emplacement of the nappe.
The intrusion of basic magma in the dislocation upon
which the Dent Blanche Nappe advanced is also a
matter of fact. I have myself seen the evidence in the
field, guided by my friend Argand, and have shown it
to many English geologists. …I must state explicitly
that all these results have been obtained indepen-
dently of Wegener’s hypothesis. That is why I think
that they are a great support to Wegener’s theory.
…As shown by Lord Rayleigh, many facts make it
necessary to abandon Kelvin’s classical theory of the
cooling of the Earth. The work done by Prof. Joly in
this direction is of great value, and it will soon be
impossible to resist Wegener’s attractive ideas.
(Collet, 1935, pp. 26–27).
In that context, as was the case for many research sci-
entists, Collet was not aware that what for him was a fact,
was nothing more than one of Argand’s interpretations,
which would ultimately be questioned.
In 1930, in the context of an academic exchange, the
University of Basel called upon Arthur Holmes, who was
then professor at Durham University, to deliver a series of
lectures about geology and radioactivity (Holmes 1928a).
The lecture notes were later translated into German by
Professors Reinhardt and Preiswerk and subsequently
published under the title Radioaktivita¨t und Geologie
(Holmes, 1930). Beyond the geochemical and geophysical
data, this work also considered the origin of convection
currents and the mechanism of continental drift, leading to
phenomena that sometimes seemed to come very close to
what Argand had proposed, although neither Argand’s or
Wegener’s names are mentioned. This publication, with its
suggestive figures going back to previous research work
(Fig. 6) was not to have any impact at all among Alpine
geologists.
During the inter-war period, in Neuchaˆtel as well as in
the rest of Switzerland, the leading figures who had any
publications to their names were still strong supporters of
the theory of continental drift. At the time, there were
certainly people who were sceptical of the whole thing, but
apart from Schardt (1928) they did not publish anything on
the matter and it is difficult to assess the weight of the
support such a position had. Nevertheless, during the
course of the 1940s and 1950s, the public at large remained
deeply marked by Wegener’s theory, whose influence was
still great. This was particularly the case among the young
people who showed an interest in geology. In Switzerland,
the stamp and influence of Wegener was kept alive through
the positive impact he had had on the people who were
teaching in secondary schools and universities, like
Gagnebin in Lausanne and Collet in Geneva. The admi-
ration they had felt for him lived on. Ill-informed of the
reservations expressed by many research scientists working
in the field, the young generation proved particularly
receptive to the theme of continental mobility, and in their
eyes that the theory of plate tectonics promoted this theme
was one of its main attractions. The situation seems to have
been quite different in France where textbooks, with the
exception of the one by Leuba, made reference to
Wegener’s theory as some kind of oddity, perhaps a very
clever oddity, but still very much of a quirky idea (Ray,
2004). With respect to Argand, although he remained much
admired, the new generations launching into new research
and mapping in mountainous areas found that his message
did not provide the auspicious background on which they
could rely. In his La Tectonique de l’Asie, Argand had
stretched this line of research to its very limits. The
direction taken by Staub had not brought any promising
new openings. People sought new inroads in other direc-
tions, in other disciplines. Those innovating influences
which looked beyond the boundaries of regional geology,
which still had a dominant position, had to wait for half a
century before the deep structure of the Alpine range was
elucidated, by a combination of a deepened understanding
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of tectonic processes based on surface geological mapping
and the application of deep seismic sounding, a partnership
between geology and geophysics (Pfiffner, Lehner, Heitz-
mann, Muller, & Steck, 1997). Strangely enough, it was
then that Argand’s genius really became apparent—com-
pare the cross-section of Central Alps in Argand (1924)—
Fig. 5 in Schaer (2010)—with the geological interpreta-
tions of the deep seismic profiles in Pfiffner et al. (1997).
3.3 Ampferer on continental mobility and drift
mechanisms
The early work of Otto Ampferer on continental mobility, a
subject that he continued to propagate throughout his life,
presaged that of Wegener (Schaer, 2010, see also von
Klebelsberg, 1947). In his article on the tectonics of the
Alps (Ampferer (1924b), he made very clear his commit-
ment to Wegener’s ideas, but he found fault with the
proposed mechanisms. A year later, he made his position
on the subject is even clearer (Ampferer, 1925). He illus-
trated his article with very simple diagrams, which were
not in the least dazzling but indeed remarkably pertinent
(Fig. 7). Nowadays, his commentaries are still relevant and
some of his illustrations can be perceived as a clear pointer
in the direction of plate tectonics. They seemed too simple
and were too far in advance of their time, and as a con-
sequence nobody paid any attention to them, neither at the
time of their publication nor afterwards. The hypsometric
curve of the earth he (Fig. 7a, lower graph) was several
steps ahead of the one put forward by Wegener (Fig. 7a,
middle graph), in as much as he clearly brought out the
association between the deep oceanic trenches and the
active orogenic zones. He also suggested, as one of several
mechanisms, that new oceanic domains may be created by
the repeated supply of magma, filling the space as the
continents moved apart (Fig. 7b, lower sketch). His dia-
gram suggests analogies to modern magnetic anomaly
maps astride mid-ocean ridges. For Ampferer, the west-
ward drift of the American continental raft, floating on the
sima as Wegener proposed, should, on the Pacific side,
show a natural levee formed of the accumulation of oceanic
material, as Argand had suggested, whereas the Atlantic
side should show a depressed zone. In his opinion, the
absence of such structures underlined the fact that the
external forces causing such a drift were very weak.
However, he pointed out, those objections no longer stood
Fig. 6 Convection currents presented by Arthur Holmes in the article
published in German in Basel (Holmes, 1930). Fig. 2: situation of a
continent before continental drift—below an idealised continental
block (lightly striped, above A), presence of convection currents
inside the Earth, rising at A and plunging downwards at B and
C. Fig. 3: pulling apart of the continent—the splitting of the
continental block leads to the formation of oceans and islands (above
A), whilst at B, the enriched Sial forms a rising border zone in front of
a foredeep-trench with the formation of a geosyncline behind. Fig. 4:
another situation, above the descending current at C—a turbulence
develops at D due to heat transport from A to C, causing mountain
building and a submerged marginal zone towards the old ocean
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the moment one assumed that the shifts on the crust of the
Earth were induced by movements of material coming up
from the depths of the Earth, which as they came up
beneath continents, were directed on a course tangential to
the surface of the Earth. In such a scheme, the trenches
located, for instance, along the west coast of the South
American continent would serve as zones down which
matter was pulled in order to compensate for the accretion
of matter moving up. Ampferer even went as far as
considering that on this kind of continental margin, debris
resulting from erosion could accumulate in great quantities,
thus forming a thick accumulation of deposits becoming
younger towards the ocean, and becoming folded behind
because of the opposite motion. As he could not come up
with any examples to support this first description of
accretionary prisms, he gave up the idea.
Wegener had shown in his book that in the Earth, the
compensation zone sinks deep under the mountain ranges
Fig. 7 Illustrations from Ampferer (1925) in support his ideas on
continental drift and the role of convection currents. a Hypsometric
curves of the Earth’s surface comparing different authors: above,
Kru¨mmel, in the middle, Wegener, and below, Ampferer. b The
different geometrical and geological possibilities of accommodating
space for ocean formation, from top to bottom: flexures, normal
faults, stretching, and juvenile magmatic emplacement. c Stretching
and breaking apart of continents by ascending and descending
currents inside the Earth
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because of the low density of the thick siallic rocks com-
pared to those of the sima. With crustal rocks with a
density of 2.6, the compensation zone lies at a depth of
about 53 km, whereas that depth reaches 213 km when the
density of that same sima is taken as 2.9. Without giving
further explanation, Ampferer seized on this data to
establish the level at which he set the surface of the
detachment zone between the superficial envelope of the
Earth and its deep mobile infrastructure (Ampferer, 1925).
Whether by chance or by intuition, the fact remains that it
is about at this depth that the zone of partial fusion of the
asthenosphere is located today. Although Ampferer had
been referring to the subduction of surface strata since
1906, it was in this article that he drew up for the first time
a diagram establishing a link between the movement of
continental rocks and the effects of the convection currents
existing inside the Earth, even if he did not state that
clearly. Ampferer’s diagram was published shortly before
Holmes’s well-known diagram (Fig. 6). Did the latter draw
inspiration from it? It could very well be the case since
Ampferer’s article was reviewed in Nature (Holmes,
1928b). Yet we should not forget, as Oreskes reminds us
(Oreskes, 1999, p. 189), that other scientists, like Osmond
Fisher, had already envisaged the existence of convection
currents inside the Earth (Fisher, 1889). In the same vein,
A.J. Bull published an article in 1921, in which he stated in
a most explicit fashion, albeit without any diagram: ‘‘It is
here suggested that the folding of mountain ranges may be
produced by the frictional drag of moving portions of the
asthenosphere, and that these movements may be convec-
tive and result from its unequal heating by radio-active
elements’’ (Bull, 1921, p. 364). Given that Ampferer
published in his notes, only the names of the people whose
opinion he was challenging, but not those with whom he
agreed, it is impossible to assess whether his own opinion
had been influenced by that of \ or Bull. After the Nature
review, what stuck in people’s minds were the interesting
propositions, laying the ground for the possibility of
envisaging drifts in various directions compatible with the
various trends of orogenic zones, but people objected to the
author not referring to the research of scientists such as
Joly, Holmes or Evans, who at the time were suggesting that
deep flow inside the Earth resulted from the distribution of
radioactivity. On the whole, Ampferer’s contribution was
viewed rather positively, but he does not seem to have left any
tangible mark on the English-speaking scientific community
of the time.
3.4 Decline in the influence of Wegener’s theory
In Germany, as soon as Wegener’s ideas were made public,
the theory of continental drift was submitted to a barrage of
highly critical reviews (Carozzi, 1985). In Great Britain, a
rather similar state of affairs was established by 1922
(Marvin, 1985). In France, although it was not as wide-
spread, scepticism clearly prevailed. This was the case
particularly when it came to textbooks, although at Gre-
noble University, Gignoux and Moret declared their
support for the theory (Gaudant, 1995). In the country as a
whole, as was the case elsewhere, the debate concerned the
possible application of the theory to understanding moun-
tain building but rather the question of the faunal
migration, for which it provided a more rational explana-
tion than land bridges. In Europe, broadly speaking, even
though Wegener’s propositions were submitted to harsh
critical review, they were always supported, and in a most
consistent manner, by various competent geologists, active
in their fields of research. The textbook by Holmes, Prin-
ciples of Physical Geology (Holmes, 1944), often played
the role of a starting point for focussing new research on
new concepts. In the Southern Hemisphere, interest in the
theory of continental drift (which was backed by data from
the fauna and the climatology of the Perma-Trias) was kept
alive through the important work of du Toit (1929, 1937)
and later of Carey (1958, 1976) and King (1962). Never-
theless, these contributions coming from far-away
countries were to have little impact on Swiss or Alpine
geology, or in the USA. In fact, in the US, critical reviews
became so ferocious that the concept of drifting continen-
tals became the butt of jokes, ranking on a par with
children’s Christmas tales. That kind of reaction could be
seen, up to a point, as a reaction springing out of the fear of
losing bearings that once were deemed infallible. Be it out
of honesty or out of scrupulousness, people refused to let
themselves come under the spell of newfangled proposi-
tions which did not seem to be solidly based and had not
been sufficiently tested. Combined with a feeling of
superiority, reinforced by recent successes achieved in
subsidiary fields, it became extremely difficult to examine
those ground-breaking propositions in an impartial fashion.
Following the stir caused in the 1920s, the theory of con-
tinental drift found itself terribly weakened, because it
proposed theory and then sought evidence for it, and it was
incompatible with the American conception of isostasy and
could not produce actual concrete evidence in accordance
with the principle of uniformitarianism (Oreskes, 2003,
pp. 11–12). It was so weakened that de Sitter, a renowned
Dutch structural geologist, could state that its advocates
were an almost extinct breed (de Sitter, 1956).
In spite of this, from the early 1950s, research in the field
of palaeomagnetism had established that in the past there
had been considerable movement in the position of the
continents. At the same time, several scientists upheld the
idea, put forward by Holmes and others, that it must be
convection currents which were the primary cause of the
formation of mountain ranges. Various studies of seismic
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activity in the Atlantic (e.g. Heck, 1938) showed that this
activity was concentrated along the length of the submarine
mid-ocean ridge. In later years, the global research of
Gutenberg and Richter (1954) clearly showed that the
earthquakes, practically absent over vast continental and
marine areas, were concentrated along narrow zones (mid-
ocean ridges, the Pacific rim) as well as a much wider zone
joining the mountain ranges of Central Asia with the Med-
iterranean. These seismic zones were to be located even
more precisely by subsequent research (Isacks, Oliver, &
Sykes, 1968), leading to the subdivision of the Earth’s sur-
face into huge aseismic regions, deemed to be rigid,
bounded by zones of active faulting and seismicity. The
active zones were narrow in oceanic areas, and much
broader and more diffuse where they cross continental areas.
In order to clearly assess the position of numerous
Alpine geologists, it might be useful to be reminded of the
fact that Wegener’s propositions were drawn up only a few
decades after the discovery of the great Alpine overthrusts,
which were to change quite radically the conception people
had of the formation of mountain ranges, had been clearly
identified. Those discoveries which were abundantly
backed by a great number of field investigations, combined
with very accurate mapping, were yet hampered by the fact
that the mechanics of those great upheavals still remained a
mystery. Wegener’s theory, through its postulation of
wide-ranging continental movements, did indeed offer
some solution to the mechanism of the great overthrusts;
but an understanding of the causes of such phenomena still
remained incomprehensible. With the passing of the years,
and in spite of the propositions of people such as Argand,
Staub, Ampferer and others, the community of Alpine
geologists became warier and warier of Wegener’s theory.
In their opinion, the latter was considered more and more
flimsy. It stood too far away from concrete geological work
in the field, which was still the central focus of the most
active researchers in the domain Alps. Given the atmo-
sphere of suspicion that had grown around the idea, it was
not difficult for some of the leading names in geology to
bring over into direct opposition a majority of people.
Thus, in spite of Du Toit’s contribution, or Carey’s, the
theory lost all its forward thrust as far as Alpine geology
was concerned. In the middle of the twentieth century, it
was nearly pronounced dead, although eminent scientists
such as Holmes and Vening-Meinesz in Europe, as well as
Field, Hess and Griggs in the USA, kept their faith in it,
and continued expanding on it and bringing forth inter-
esting propositions.
3.5 The ‘‘Atlantis’’ conference, Frankfurt 1939
Several national and international conferences broached
the theme of continental drift in the course of the 1920s.
Though there were a few favourable opinions, the overall
reaction was one of nearly total rejection (Ray, 2004,
pp. 17–23, 2005, pp. 69–70). Objections to it were partic-
ularly virulent in the USA. Alpine geologists were
noticably absent from these meetings and did not take part
in any of the ensuing debates. The debates circled mainly
around problems of geophysics (drift mechanisms) and
palaeontology (faunal migration) rather than of tectonics.
References to the structure and tectonic evolution of the
Alps, the object of the most detailed research in mountain
ranges, were practically non-existent. That situation clearly
showed the huge gap there was between geologists who
had been active in the field of the structure of mountain
chains (the Argand approach, see Sect. 3.6) and geoscien-
tists who took a broad and theoretical view of the problem
(the Wegener approach, see Sect. 3.6).
The status of the argument in the German-speaking
world can be measured by looking more closely at the
international conference in Frankfurt am Main at the
beginning of the Second World War. In January 1939, the
meeting of the Geologische Vereinigung had on its agenda
the problem of the Atlantic viewed from the angle of
continental drift. It was on that occasion that the Gustav
Steinmann medal was presented to Otto Ampferer in
expression of the regard in which he was held, both as a
remarkable geological explorer of the Northern Calcareous
Alps and as a man who had thought deeply on problems
concerning mountain ranges and their formation. Argand
was invited but begged to be excused, not being able to
attend. Nearing the end of his life and no more active in
geology, he probably thought that he had already expressed
his innermost thoughts on the subject. He was well aware
that this type of debate was often shedding very new light
on the subject. Little attention has been paid to this
important meeting by historians of continental drift, yet it
is instructive in many ways, especially as a ‘‘thermometer
of opinion’’ at a particular point in time. Among the non-
German participants of the conference who left a paper or a
written German comment, at that time, a tradition or a rule
of the Society, were two Americans, two Dutchmen, a
South African, a Swede, four Swiss (A. Rittmann, R.A.
Rutsch, R. Sonder and W. Staub), and a German living in
Scotland (Ludwig W.E.E. Becker, born in Bonn in 1860,
professor of astronomy in Glasgow from 1893 to 1935).
The absence of any French or British contributors was
probably related to the political tensions of the times, on
the eve of the Second World War, and to language diffi-
culties. Out of the different papers subsequently published
in the society’s journal (Geologische Rundschau, Vol. 30,
No. 1–2, total 388 pages), 7 authors supported Wegener’s
propositions, 8 were in favour of his propositions though
expressing strong reservations and 12 were openly hostile
to them. Among the people expressing their hostility were
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to be found leading figures of German geology, such as
Stille and H. Cloos. Among the people willing to accept
limited horizontal movements of continents were several
who were supporters of the hypothesis of ‘‘geotumors’’ of
Haarmann and Cloos (a fashionable idea of the time), thus
expressing their support for the supremacy of vertical shifts
(cf. Sengo¨r, 2003a, b, pp. 240–245).
The evidence that was brought forward by both the
supporters and the opponents of continental drift seems
today to be often flimsy, judged by present-day standards.
For instance, for Rittmann (1939), the volcanic activity
along the mid-Atlantic ridge had a chemical signature
which indicated an association with cratonic crust. In his
opinion, this was a ‘‘fact’’ that researchers ignored too
often, the overspecialization of their research isolating
them from the contributions of fundamental disciplines
such as petrography. This stance was an illustration of the
manifold interpretations that were put forward at the time,
in order to account for the supposed structure of the
Atlantic Ocean floor and the petrographic nature of the
volcanic islands. It was mainly a way of fitting those ele-
ments into the schematizations people wanted to put
forward, and very often tried to impose.
Having put the geology of the Atlantic and its envi-
ronment at the heart of its debates, the aims of that
conference seemed very simple and clearly set out. But all
the papers showed the complexity of a situation when it
came to dealing with questions concerning tectonics and
regional geology (van der Watterschoot, 1939, p. 297).
Many contributors went over, once again, questions We-
gener had already dealt with, simply transposing them onto
new objects or different locations. These new investiga-
tions which overall focused on the comparison of objects
that were deemed similar, were in themselves questionable.
As had occurred on previous occasions, they could not
manage to provide a clear case for either the outright
rejection of Wegener’s ideas or for supporting them
strongly. If one looked beyond the important contributions
made on regional geology, what would remain were all the
efforts made that were aiming at having a better grasp of
the knowledge concerning the bottom of oceans. The use of
echo sounders helped in reaching a better appreciation of
the topography of underwater areas, of the Atlantic ridge
and of the continental shelf that was often cut by under-
water canyons. Yet those results did not bring any
improvement with regard to the rocks and the structure of
the underlying crust. Lacking a satisfactory geophysical
approach, propositions such as the presence of a thin sialic
crust covering the bottom of the Atlantic (du Toit, 1937)
was a possibility. Van der Waterschoot was led to wonder
whether the Atlantic ocean did not constitute a new mor-
phological unit rather than a domain akin to the bordering
land areas of which it would be a faulted zone (van der
Watterschoot, 1939, p. 298). The question was so new, and
seemed so weird, that nobody paid any attention to it, and
the same was true for the analyses of extensional tectonics
(e.g. Bernauer, 1939).
Before this conference, Argand had proposed that the
mid-Atlantic ridge was a kind of remnant scar of conti-
nental material. He also hypothesized that Caledonian and
Hercynian folds might be found there, and, at the level of
the Azores, that there might have been the presence of
elements of Alpine ranges (Argand, 1924, p. 312). van
Watterschoot van der Gracht (1928, p. 55) reckoned that
significant masses of sial were to be found in the Atlantic,
whereas his compatriot Molengraaft (1928, p. 90–92) was
of the opinion that such propositions, combined with the
idea of a westward drift of the Americas, belonged far too
much to the realm of conjecture. He proposed that a con-
tinental rift that could be compared with the faulting and
volcanic activity in East Africa preceded the formation of
the ocean:
To my mind the mid-Atlantic ridge is nothing but the
cicatrix of the former rent or fracture, along which
the disruption of the American continent from the
European-African continent took place. America
drifted from the rent on which the volcanic mid-
Atlantic ridge has been built up in a westerly direc-
tion, but Africa drifted toward its present position in
an easterly direction. It has since been the site of
volcanic activity, and this activity is not yet com-
pletely exhausted… If so, this mid-Atlantic fracture is
strictly comparable to the great rift-valley in East
Africa… If this supposition is correct one must
expect to find the mid-Atlantic ridge to be composed
entirely of effusive volcanic material of relatively
high specific gravity. The latest measurements of
gravity, rather recently made in the Atlantic Ocean
above the mid-Atlantic ridge on board a submarine
by Venig Meinesz, have proved that the mid-Atlantic
ridge shows a positive anomaly of gravity (Mole-
ngraaff, 1928, p. 91).
The evolution of the fractures and the graben of East
Africa had already been discussed by Wegener in the first
edition of his book on continental drift (Wegener, 1915).
Already in those days, he had pointed out that beyond Lake
Rudolf and as far as Djibouti, the whole landscape was
covered with basic lava of recent origin presenting analo-
gies with the lavas found in Iceland. In the subsequent
editions of his book, he presented further propositions on
the mechanisms of continental drift, resting on the idea that
deformation, though brittle on the surface, was plastic
deeper down. However, those propositions did not offer the
same wealth of insights as those of Mollengraaf, although
the latter’s views were to fade into oblivion.
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Referring back to the Frankfurt meeting, one has to
mention the study of Bernauer (1939), who presented the
results of his research carried out on recent lava fields on
Iceland. He showed that over a distance of 200 km there
had been extensional movements at the rate of 2–6 mm per
year over the last 5,000 years. This was one of the few
papers presented at the meeting that could fall within the
scope of the line of research that would lead to the theory
of plate tectonics. In it, Bernauer also mentioned a research
project involving a broadening of the field of geodetic
research which was planned for the next 2–3 years and that
measurements would be repeated after 8–10 years. The war
stopped such initiatives.
As noted above, on the occasion of this meeting,
Ampferer was honoured. The homage that was paid to him
aimed primarily at giving credit to his research in regional
geology. The possible merits of his contribution to the
mechanism of orogenesis were only referred to in vague
and not wholly positive terms. The little credit that was
granted him in that domain was also highlighted by the fact
that nothing of his theoretical research was to be mentioned
in the whole range of papers that were published at the
time. Subsequently, he wrote a report on the meeting for
his Austrian colleagues (Ampferer, 1941). He commented
on the morphological data collected by the Meteor, an
oceanographic vessel operating in the Atlantic, and dis-
cussed at length the morphological analysis of the mid-
Atlantic ridge. The median position of that structure, as
well as its transverse symmetry, seemed to him incom-
patible with the westward drift of the American continent
suggested by Wegener. To him, the repeated intrusion of
magmatic material at different levels along the original
fault was sufficient to explain this enormous structure. The
intrusions pushed the two continental rafts away from each
other, as they were dragged away by diverging currents (cf.
Fig. 7c, bottom ‘‘Neugiessung’’). In that paper, through the
use of examples, Ampferer also produced striking and very
modern schematizations of the island arcs of the West
Indies and the Sandwich Islands. He linked their deep
trenches to important thrusts dipping to the east in front of
the major east–west thrust faults. Although being in the
vanguard in matters concerning the major structures of the
planet, he was opposed to views that were widely accepted
about the deep structure of the Alps, particularly the sig-
nificance crystalline nappes. For him, the structure of the
whole Alps could only be slightly different from the one he
had himself studied in the Northern Calcareous Alps.
There, huge flakes of sedimentary rocks, 2–3 km thick,
found themselves separated from a crystalline basement
that had mostly vanished, having been dragged down to the
depths of the Earth. These views certainly contributed to
his isolated position within the Alpine geology community.
His overall view of tectonic processes in general were
considered to be outdated and had little credibility. In this
publication, true to habit, Ampferer mentioned only the
few people who shared his views, but there was no mention
of Holmes and no clear reference to the people he alluded
to.
At the Atlantis conference, most of the contributors
showed no reluctance in making reference to Wegener’s
research work, sometimes they even mentioned Argand.
On the other hand, if one looks at the 383 pages published
after this conference, there is no mention of Ampferer’s
numerous research papers on continental drift. When
dealing with problems concerning the way the Atlantic was
formed, which were at the heart of the debate, it would
have been natural to examine this issue in the light of the
various structural alternatives which he had put forward
(Fig. 7b, c). That this was not the case is puzzling, since in
the course of this meeting in Frankfurt, Ampferer was
honoured and given full credit for the very high standard of
his scientific research. It seems that his colleagues, be they
geologists or geophysicists, did not appreciate at the true
worth of the propositions put forward by this truly
remarkable scientist. What is even more surprising is that
this situation will see but very little change in the course of
the decades to come.
3.6 Dichotomy of approaches: Wegener, Argand
and their heirs
As early as 1915, Argand’s research work was influenced
by Wegener’s propositions. From that moment onward
what these two research scientists were to publish can be
seen as a common appeal destined to arouse the awareness
of the community of geologists to the fact that continental
masses were mobile. Keeping this in mind, in the course of
this paper the two names were often joined as if forming a
partnership. Yet it must be stressed that their respective
approaches introduced differences mostly linked to the fact
that their scientific backgrounds were quite dissimilar and
that each had a very distinctive form of genius.
Wegener’s world was above all the world of fractures,
of continental disjunctions. As he mentioned himself, it
was a world-view he acquired in the course of his journeys
to Greenland and through the observation of the dislocation
of sea ice when rigid slabs of fast ice floated and drifted on
the surface of the water without colliding except in some
special places. This point of view, in which the effects of
extension prevail over the effects of collision, conditioned
his appreciation of the evolution of the crust of the Earth, in
which light continents float on denser but less rigid rock
strata forming the crust below the oceans. Given this out-
look, his central preoccupation was to map out the history
of faults and of continental drift. He showed scant interest
for possible zones of continental collision. In its first
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edition, his book was made up of 12 chapters, and moun-
tain ranges were barely mentioned at all. A passing
reference to them was made only in two chapters of the
work. In the chapter dealing with isostasy, Wegener
stressed that the highest summits of mountain ranges were
made of relatively light rock material, which were gravi-
metrically compensated by a thick lithosphere resting on
the much denser strata found further down. These propo-
sitions, which he picked up from Pratt and Airy and other
people who had studied the Himalayas, were presented
along with a rather crude sketch showing the way the
lithosphere thickens under the Alpine range. The latter idea
was borrowed from Kayser who had himself been inspired
by Albert Heim (see Schaer, 2010). The examination of
mountain ranges in the light of the fact that this thickening
of the lithosphere was thought to be linked to the presence
of major thrusts and folds was to be found in only one other
chapter, focusing on the study of oceanic trenches and
island arcs. Accumulating in nappes and flakes, the greatest
part (95%) of these light rock materials found themselves
pushed downwards where they became plastic and
deformed even further. In the later editions of his book,
Wegener nevertheless enlarged a little more on these first
scanty allusions to the formation of mountain ranges. He
granted the phenomenon a little more attention in spite of
his initial indifference. In 1936, in the last edition of his
book, his commentaries were further expanded, using ideas
taken from Argand’s work. Yet the whole book remained
focused first and foremost on the breaking apart and
drifting apart of continental masses. Nevertheless, it is true
to say that his knowledge in the field was rather limited,
although even in the first edition of his book, he mentions
the structure of the Alps and refers to the research work
Heim, Bertrand, Haug, Schardt, Lugeon, and even Amp-
ferer and Hammer. The range of references was quite
striking, coming from a scientist that was considered as
rather ignorant in the field of geology.
As for Argand, when he committed himself to working
on the problems raised by the idea of continental drifting,
he was a well-seasoned field geologist who was highly
regarded for his work in map-making. Both his detailed
map-making and his broad-sweeping views about the
Penninic zone of the Alps proved very successful. This line
of approach led him first and foremost to the study of the
geometry of great overthrusts and recumbent folds,
implying collision and significant crustal shortening. He
was a fiery advocate of the idea of the formation of nappes
as recumbent folds with extensive reversed limbs. This was
an idea he vigorously campaigned for in his early days,
when he was still studying medicine. He put forward the
idea that those units, like any living creature, had under-
gone from their very beginnings a form of evolution that
was rigorously controlled, i.e. ‘‘embryotectonics’’, whereby
the first deformations developed and in the end brought out
the mature structures. As the years went by, perhaps due to
the influence of Wegener’s research work, Argand was
brought to admit that the geometry of the collision zones
and the nature of the rocks they were made of must have
been in a state of never-ending evolution. These consid-
erations, which were barely compatible with his former
approach that had brought him such fame, led him to give
up his original idea. In his last work, once again under the
influence of Wegener’s contributions, he was won over to
the ideas of extensions and rotations. He introduced those
ideas successfully and applied them to the development of
so-called geosynclinal sedimentation and to interpret the
evolution of the Mediterranean domain. The deformations
that are linked to continental collisions are not only
apparent in the eroded orogens, they also affect the interior
of continents in the shape of basement uplifts characterised
by large faults and fractured domains. The geometrical
structural model of the Alpine range he put forward would
be retained for a long time after the theory of plate tec-
tonics had been accepted. The propositions of continental
drifting Wegener had introduced would later find applica-
tion in the field of palaeographic reconstructions which
appeared even before Alpine geologists had fully accepted
plate tectonics, but much more so once the new ideas had
become part and parcel of Alpine geology.
4 The advent of plate tectonics
4.1 View from the European sidelines
In the wake of the remarkable gathering of geological data
that The Face of the Earth (Suess, 1921) had represented, it
seemed, at the beginning of the twentieth century, that the
time had come to take a new look at the history of the
Earth. Although placed in very different perspectives, both
Wegener’s Origin of the Continents and Oceans and
Argand’s Tectonics of Asia, seemed to be in the position of
playing such a role. In contrast to Suess’s book, which
remained deeply rooted in concrete data, Wegener’s and
Argand’s contributions called upon imagination and were
subjective and selective. As Termier comments on
Argand’s great synthesis:
Some people will say: this is pure unadulterated
Eduard Suess. True enough, I am quite ready to admit
it, there is the genius and the loftiness of tone of some
of the best passages of Suess. But Suess was far more
guarded in his approach; he was at his very best when
cutting down to the bare minimum the number of
hypotheses he was presenting… In the case of
Argand, the approach is rather different. He launches
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headlong into unchartered territories. He finds him-
self at ease in this world, and the whole thing seems
at first glance quite extraordinary, but when one
comes to looking at it more closely, it becomes clear
that, most of the time, the world he inhabits belongs
entirely to the realm of the imagination. (Termier,
1926, p. 172).
After the lack of consensus on the validity of Wegener’s
theory, one had to wait until the late 1960s to see the theme
of continental drift make its way back into general con-
sciousness, within the framework of plate tectonics.
Initially, the steps taken which led to the emergence of this
new paradigm did not in any way aim at replacing the
previous theory, nor did they aim at papering over the
existing cracks. The theory was born out of a desire to
explore and draw up a full inventory of all the parameters
of the ocean, both in the fields of chemistry and physics,
mainly for strategic purposes. It is out of the mass of col-
lected data that very soon an unexpected image of the
dynamics of almost three quarters of the surface of the
globe was to emerge. Continents played but a passive role.
It was thus normal that field geologists, at first, did not play
any part in those proceedings and the various proposals that
came along with it. Very often, they even declared their
hostility, or at least their reticence towards the conclusions
reached by scientists who understood perfectly well the
problems connected to the world of oceans and physics, but
had sometimes a very limited grasp of the problems of rock
formations. Yet among the latter were several who had
been given a solid training in geology. The same could not
be said of field geologists who had but scant knowledge of
the leaps forward which had been made in geophysics and
its instrumentation. Between the two communities, the
geophysicists and oceanographers on the one hand, and the
field geologists on the other, the possibilities of a dialogue
were at the time very limited. In 1959, on the eve of this
revolution, Goguel made a brilliant assessment of the
problem. The study of the physical structure of the earth…
…got under way thanks to the setting into operation
of a series of very particular methods, today we have
reached a point where it seems it has become a self-
contained discipline. Geologists limit themselves to
using its results, or shall we say, at least some of its
results. This dissociation, like all divisions that the
complexity of science tends to increase between the
various fields of diverse specialisations, does not
come about without its drawbacks. The march for-
ward of science sometimes finds itself stopped or
slowed down, not so much because the specialists are
ignorant of the results achieved in other disciplines,
but because they find it extremely difficult to assess
how far reaching they are and the degree of credence
they should be given. That difficulty is alive, partic-
ularly between geologists and geophysicists, whose
respective disciplines operate using radically differ-
ent methods, naturalistic on the one hand, and
physical on the other hand. (Goguel, 1959, p. XII).
Although Goguel had a very wide knowledge of geo-
physics, his hesitations when it came to the problem of
continental drift are referred to in the two editions of his
Traite´ de tectonique (Goguel, 1952, 1965). In his opinion,
though the theory of continental drift was not the perfect
answer, its merit resided in the fact that it offered a solution
when considering the major zones of crustal shortening one
observes in mountain ranges.
But if nothing were to remain of the picture Wegener
drew up of continental drift, his theory will have
proved useful in as much as it compelled geophysi-
cists and geologists to consider the possibility of
important lateral movements of some parts of the
crust of the Earth, movements which are necessary if
we are to explain how the formation of mountain
ranges came about. (Goguel, 1952, p. 350).
Continental drift represents a hypothesis, and
numerous research teams work in favour of its
advancement. As for us, our opinion is that, at pres-
ent, adopting it or rejecting it would be like
professing a kind of act of faith, which as such is
irrelevant in this matter. But the situation may
change. (Goguel, 1965, p. 397).
Being an active geologist in the Alps, Goguel remained
convinced that the solutions concerning the evolution of
the surface of the Earth through space and time were still to
be found through research in the field of geology and not of
geophysics:
The hypothesis of convection currents opens up a
wide range of possibilities in order to throw light on
all the data tectonics enabled us to gather (Goguel,
1952, p. 356).
But because of its very flexibility, that hypothesis
does not seem susceptible of leading us to precise
rules when it comes to the position of orogenic zones,
or their distribution in time. On the contrary, it is to
geological analysis that we have to turn to if we want
to be informed of the broad directions in the history
of convection currents (Goguel, 1952, p. 360).
Very few scientists combined the two disciplines to a
sufficient extent. An exception was Tuzo Wilson He was a
geophysicist who knew how to make use of all the expe-
rience he had accumulated as a field geologist specialising
in the deeply eroded part of the Canadian shield that had
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remained unaffected by later deformations. From this
experience, he became convinced that the internal part of
the plates were perfectly rigid.
When plate tectonics was first propounded, most Alpine
geologists thought it was subject to the same flaws as
Wegener’s theory. They had the impression that it was
dominated by uncontrolled speculations, and that, in
addition, it was mainly applicable to zones of the Earth that
could not be submitted to direct scrutiny. Their scepticism
was further reinforced by the fact that this approach was
dominated by techniques about which they were quite
ignorant. Being at home with the rocks and the fold
structures of the mountain areas they had investigated, they
went as far as accepting that the new theory might shed
new light on the question of ocean formation. However, at
first, they were often opposed to the idea that it could lead
to positive developments that could help them find a
solution to the riddles they found themselves faced with
inside the continents. They were not ready to abandon the
idea that momentous geological discoveries could only
come about thanks through field work, through direct
contact with rocks, involving great physical exertions that
only those with extraordinary stamina could endure. Over a
long period of years, and even to this day, geological
research conducted at high altitude, or in isolated arid parts
of the world, where rocks are well exposed, was and is tied
to a sacred seal that could facilitate success in geological
research, carried by independent individuals, working on
their own. In contrast, research carried out at sea, required
the presence of multi-disciplinary research teams working
with sophisticated and highly expensive equipment, which
was constantly on the way to obsolescence and in need of
repeated updating. In Switzerland, the diffidence shown
towards the new theory found itself reinforced by the very
little interest established geologists expressed in geophys-
ics, a discipline that was to remaining in a pretty parlous
state in that country for many years.
4.2 Late development of geophysics in Switzerland
After the studies of the variations in gravity in the Alps and
in Switzerland which were undertaken by the Geodesic
Commission and reviewed by Heim (1919–1922), one had
to wait until 1934 for the establishment of an embryonic
group that was to be active in the field of geophysics at the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich
(Pavoni, 1965). Underpinning this mutation, the person
who was to be the pivotal figure, Fritz Gassmann
(1899–1990), was a mathematician who was interested in
the propagation of waves in porous media (Pavoni, 1990).
He was first appointed to teach geophysics as an external
teacher (Privatdozent), while he was employed as mathe-
matics teacher in the gymnasium in Aarau. It was only in
1942, when the Institute of Geophysics at the ETH was
officially set up, that he was appointed as its head, with the
rank of full professor. This favourable evolution was made
possible through the active support of the petrography
professors, Paul Niggli and Alfred de Quervain. These
were two established figures who were more in favour of a
quantitative approach in the field of earth sciences than
geologists were at that time. In paper published in 1950,
Gassmann (1950) set out the goals for this new structure.
The teaching and the research that were to take place in it,
aimed at giving future geologists, particularly to those
destined for the oil industry or mining and ore prospection,
practical knowledge of the elements of geophysics used in
those activities. They were to become familiar with these
through lecture courses, and also through practical field
work. The group was thus set up as a service centre, whose
research, be it theoretical or practical, was to be aimed at
improving petroleum and mineral prospection methods.
This course of action was pursued in accord with physicists
mainly involved in the fine tuning of new pieces of
equipments. Ties with geologists were of a rather tenuous
nature. One geologist, N. Pavoni, was later to commit
himself to working within this group, but only from 1959
onwards. This move came from the geophysicists and not
from the geologists. The first geophysical research pub-
lished by the journal of the Swiss Geological Society was
in the mid-1940s, after many years of its existence (Gass-
mann & Prosen, 1946; Niggli, 1946). The creation of a
series of geophysical monographs as a contribution to the
geological map of Switzerland as late as 1957 makes it
clear that there was but scant interest within the ranks of
the Swiss geological community for a strong development
of this new discipline. The clear bias of the Zu¨rich students
in favour of applied geophysics and prospection, as it was
put into practice by Poldini in Geneva and Lausanne
(Meyer de Stadelhofen, 1967/68), probably did very little
to focus the attention of Swiss geologists on the issue of
plate tectonics. The interesting initiatives of Paul-Louis
Mercanton in Lausanne, including his involvement in the
field of palaeomagnetism (Renaud, 1963), suffered the
same fate. The scarcity of available resources, as well as
the fact this scientist was trying to do too many things at
the same time, set a limit on his research impact. However,
the weakness of geophysics in Switzerland, and the lack of
interest which Swiss geologists showed for the new disci-
pline, was not an isolated case among European nations at
that time.
4.3 The slow awakening
Unlike their U.S. colleagues, Swiss geologists expressed
deep reservations when the idea of plate tectonics was first
presented (Tru¨mpy, 2001; Schaer, 2003). Yet several
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conditions seemed to concur in favour of the acceptance of
the new theory. Wegener’s theory of continental drift had
certainly contributed to eliminating the element of surprise,
and deep down a feeling of sympathy still seemed to linger
on, bringing people to support the idea of continental drift.
Those ideas had set ancient riddles in a far better per-
spective. In addition, there had been the propositions
coming from well established geologists like Argand,
Ampferer, Holmes and others, which most well-informed
Alpine geologists had probably read about or heard of. Yet
this apparently favourable environment was not enough to
quickly convert many to the new theory. Their attention
was riveted on issues they deemed to be at the core of their
science at the time, and they refused to commit themselves
to an approach they found too speculative and too remote
from their main centre of interest. In their opinion, the
‘‘new global tectonics’’ was too dependent on geophysics,
and too rooted in the exploration of marine zones, to offer
any new prospects for the kind of research on mountainous
continental areas which was their domain. One can clearly
see the great difficulty there was in changing course. They
were the heirs to a tradition that had made their discipline
very famous and very popular in their own country. As
noted above (Sect. 4.2), they were of the opinion that
geophysics was an applied science, and a minor one at that,
which could in no way rob them of the pre-eminence that
was theirs when it came to formulating theories on the
formation of mountain chain, or make any significant
contribution to that field. They were of the opinion that
they had to limit their activities to fieldwork of the kind
that led them to the discovery of the Alpine nappes and
subsequently to detailed palaeographic reconstructions
such as those of Tru¨mpy (1960), two achievements which
enabled them to make of their mountain range a greatly
envied model. Therefore, it was not really surprising that
the majority of Swiss scientists working in the field of
Earth sciences were sceptical when the theory of plate
tectonics was first propounded. In general, a certain scep-
ticism—some would say, a healthy scepticism—was to
remain alive for many years, before slowly fading as the
revolution consolidated.
Following the first formulations of the concept of plate
tectonics, the few geologists who tried to apply it to the
evolution of the Alps came first and foremost from groups
out of which the theory had originated (e.g. Hsu¨, 1971;
Dewey, Pitman, Ryan, & Bonin, 1973). The ideas they put
forward very often met with a cold reception on the part of
the great majority of Alpine geologists, or were not
rejected outright, judged to rely on a body of knowledge of
which a part at least seemed clearly open to criticism. The
spearhead of acceptance was provided by Hans Laubscher,
professor of geology at the University of Basel, who
quickly committed himself to the new line of thinking.
After many years working in the oil industry, this field
geologist, whose training ground had been the Jura
mountains, had broadened his approach to geology through
close ties with geophysicists and other research scientists
who were attracted by a quantitative approach to geology.
In 1965, he took part in a symposium organised in Canada
by ‘‘The Upper Mantle Committee’’ (Menard, 1986) where
he showed that the recently discovered oceanic transforms
were closely analogouss to structures known for a long
time in the Alpine domain or in the Jura mountains (i.e.
strike-slip faults associated with major thrusts in com-
pressional regimes), and in 1969 he first applied the new
ideas to Alpine-type mountain building (Laubscher, 1969).
Subsequently, Laubscher published several papers in
which he integrated the ideas in favour of mobility con-
tained in the theory of plate tectonics with Alpine tectonics
and produced new kinematic models (Laubscher, 1970,
1971a, b). The available data led him almost immediately
to give up the concept of geosyncline in favour of the idea
of the evolution of extensional continental margins bor-
dering typical oceanic zones. As the deep heavy lithosphere
was sinking down, masses of light crustal material were
floating and colliding, locally incorporating oceanic crust
in the shape of ophiolitic flakes. His research followed by
similar work by other field geologists gradually weakened
the resistance of the local geological community with
regard to the application of the new theory to Alpine
relationships. Laubscher’s models were accompanied by
particularly clear and suggestive graphics and integrated
Alpine geology with a whole new range of geophysical,
petrological and geoschronological data.
Another prominent forerunner of applying the new the-
ory to the Alps was D. Bernoulli, now concentrated on the
analysis of the sedimentary sequences in the Mediterranean
area, in comparison to sediments in the Southern Alps, as
well as those found deep within the Alpine range. His work
turned out to be a major contribution towards bringing the
community of Alpine geologists round to accepting the
plate tectonics. He established that a large proportion of the
sediments from the Tethys was associated with deep pelagic
deposits which proved to be very similar to the sediments
that had been collected on Leg 11 of the Deep Sea Drilling
Project. His model for the evolution of the Mediterranean
area (Bernoulli, 1972, 2001) showed that continental mar-
gins in which at first carbonate reefs had settled, when
moved further out to sea, gave way to zones affected by
extension tectonics, and that sedimentation sometimes took
place directly on oceanic ophiolitic deposits. Those turbi-
ditic sediments became mixed first with more argillaceous
limestones, then with a typical facies called ‘‘Majolica/
Biancone’’ in which a particularly active differential sub-
sidence of continental margin can lead to deposits of
radiolarite. These observations and considerations made a
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major contribution to the confirmation of continental
mobility, in this case through sedimentological research and
comparison with deep sea drilling results (Bernoulli &
Jenkyns, 1974), and was instrumental in making plate tec-
tonics a major tool for interpreting Alpine relationships (cf.
Bernoulli, 2001, Bernoulli & Jenkyns, 2009), and, con-
versely, in making the Alps into a major object for
validating the new theory (cf. Milnes, 2009).
4.4 On the power and limitations of imagination: words
and images
When it came to Wegener’s propositions about continental
drift, it was mostly creative imagination that played a
pivotal role. The same could be said of Argand’s late
works.
The latter, through the magic of words and graphics,
exploited to the full the perspectives opened up by the use
of parameters he deemed essential. His approach rested
upon the use of continental data, but his ultimate aim was
to develop an the overall model of the kinematics of the
earth. The limited knowledge available at the time did not
provide him with the integrating power of plate tectonics.
Yet it did open up several innovative prospects. His ideas
were backed by numerous illustrations that were endowed
with great suggestive powers (see Schaer, 2010; Figs. 4, 5,
6). Sometimes, the success of his propositions almost
transformed them into scientific truth, which managed to
impose itself on observations in the field. Such was the fate
of Argand’s presentation of the development of the Alpine
orogen with time, with its sequence of thirteen illustrations
(Argand, 1916; see Schaer, 2010, Fig. 4, for an illustration
from that sequence) as if he had frozen on a single plate the
continuum of Alpine evolution. His presentation became a
standard work, one which impressed its logic on each of the
numerous geologists who were attracted by the idea of
‘‘embryonic tectonics’’.
As Le Grand (1988) underlined, graphic illustrations
similarly played an important role in the presentation and
acceptance of plate tectonics. However, in this case, the
gap between the large amount of data available and the
pictorial presentations left far less room for the imagination
(e.g. the outline of the plates based on seismic zones, the
morphology of the ocean floors, the location of oceanic
transforms, etc.). It was the simplicity of the temporal
development of the oceanic domains that allowed the
presentation of such a clear image in which one could read,
almost without effort, the evolution of two-thirds of the
surface of the Earth over the past 165 million years.
Continental zones whose structural evolution had been
quite recent could still be integrated rather easily into this
pattern, although it was much harder to get a clear picture
of the more distant past. Ancient orogens, therefore, were
to be ignored for a while. The fact they were left aside did
not hinder the application of the model and its dominant
position spread in no time to almost every field in geology.
In 1913, when the International Geological Conference
awarded its highest distinction, the Spendiaroff Prize, to
Argand for his precursor monograph, ‘‘Les nappes de
recouvrement des Alpes Occidentales’’ (Argand, 1911), it
departed strongly from the criteria it had set itself for the
award, that it should be ‘‘a critical study of the fundaments
of the theory of large-scale overthrusts’’ (‘‘e´tude critique
des bases de la the´orie des grands charriages’’). In effect,
the members of the jury awarded the prize to this work
mostly for its graphic illustrations, which were such a
brilliant presentation of the great Alpine overthrusts that its
impact went far beyond a theoretical critique of the phe-
nomenon. In a certain way, Argand’s opus magnus, La
Tectonique de l’Asie, together with La Carte Tectonique de
l’Eurasie attempted a similar operation (Schaer, 2010).
Unconsciously perhaps, Argand came to the conclusion
that, given the fact that the theoretical knowledge we had
of the dynamics of the Earth was inadequate and did not
enable him to provide an answer to the question of conti-
nental drift, the views he was expressing would have to
impose themselves through a particularly commanding
presentation of the recognized continental structures. A
convincing graphic representation of the structure of the
Earth seemed to him the best method of communicating its
complex organisation and how he believed it functioned. If
the nut proved too tough to crack, he called upon his
phenomenal imagination and his mastery of words to set
the facts and possible interpretations in a sequence of
evocative and coherent images. The attempt was only
partially successful. The book was much admired because
of the mastery of its author, but nevertheless, as we have
seen, it did not lead anywhere in the end. Some of the
illustrations and much of the text seemed too new and too
far removed from the accepted facts of the day, that the
scientific world could easily draw from it material that
would further enhance the worth of its own contribution.
The rejection of the idea of continental mobility found
itself reinforced by two main themes which blocked pro-
gress and were shared by a great number of people within
the community of geologists active in the field, among
them those active in Alpine research. On the one hand, the
majority of geologists were of the opinion that in order to
grasp the essential principles concerning the dynamics of
the Earth, in space and time, nothing was better than field
work carried out in mountainous areas, above all when the
latter was backed by rigorous map making. In this context,
the methods of geophysics were of little help, because they
depended far too much on parameters and ideas over which
one had no control. ‘‘In order to improve Wegener’s theory
and make it endure in the long term, to remove the
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implausibilities it contained, one just has to wait for the
geophysicists to come up with something. They were
bound to conjure up no end of hypothetical schemes, new
details of the great ‘‘machine’’, as Pascal put it, details to
which one might not be able to give any more credence
than to the previous details, and which in any case cannot
be checked.’’ (Termier, 1923, p. 17).
On the other hand, although they concentrated on finding
solutions to local problems, most Alpine geologists were
also convinced that they were involved in fundamental
research. The structures and processes they were laying bare
would repeat themselves in the other mountain ranges
present on the face of the earth, and thus were of signifi-
cance far beyond their original regional framework.
Because of the comparisons they make possible, they
opened up avenues for the comprehension of the whole
Earth. ‘‘As research moves forward, doesn’t it set out
clearly the guidelines for a history of the deformation of the
planet, and if one were in a position to narrate that history in
exhaustive detail, wouldn’t it bring tectonics to its natural
culmination?’’ (Argand, 1920, p. 13). But the Alpine model
certainly has its limits, and, as is often the case, success
can blinker one’s views, preventing the perception of
subsequent, new, developments. Although, for many geolo-
gists, the evolution of the Alps, which was particularly well
documented, remained a unique model of the way one could
carry out the analysis of orogenic phenomena and as such
couldn’t just be brushed aside, there were many who
thought that it was but one particular example in a whole
range of endless variations. The reasons for the great variety
of orogenic evolutions remained largely unfathomed, and
only later became the focus of research on the comparative
anatomy of mountain ranges (e.g. Schaer & Rodgers, 1987).
As Lemoine (2004) suggests, the rejection of the idea of a
mobility extending beyond that of large overthrusts,
affecting whole continents, could also be due to fear of the
unknown, to resistance to change, and to the preference one
could express in favour of things that were supposed to be
part of a well-known universe.
During the first half of the twentieth century, very few
geologists were aware that the earth-shaking tectonic rev-
olution that was later to become the hall-mark of the epoch,
would be closely linked to oceanographic research, a field
that for most of them, at best, was viewed as of secondary
importance. Concurrently, very few geophysicists who
took part in the adventure, realized the extent of the
upheaval that was about to be caused in the whole Earth
Sciences by their results. Many of them were far less
concerned about the issues that geology had to deal with
than about those that physics had to face while this great
undertaking was taking place. They only showed a mod-
erate interest in integrating the data they were gathering
into a new presentation of terresrial dynamics. Some of
them were even to remain opposed to the idea of conti-
nental mobility for a very long time (Sclater, 2003). The
latter author notes that it was the fact that scientists like
Hess and Wilson had been trained as geologists, and had
had practical experience in geological field research, that
proved a decisive factor in reversing the trend. More often
faced with the necessity of synthesizing and identifying
new suggestive themes than the physicists, it was the
people who had been trained as geologists, above all those
who had had some practical experience in the field, who
had a clear advantage when it came to dealing with new
perspectives. On the other hand, their physicist colleagues,
thanks to their long tradition of experimentation, brought
along essential skills in drawing up simple models that
could be tested easily and applied predictively. However,
few of them had an interest in continental geology and it is
not surprising that the propositions of, for example, We-
gener, Argand or du Toit, were ignored for a far longer
period than those of Holmes or Hess.
In the whole field Earth Sciences, the period of transi-
tion from continental drift to plate tectonics bore the stamp
of an approach that became increasingly quantitative, and
more and more frequently turned to physics and chemistry
for answers. In spite of this trend, up to the 1940s, the
outstanding contributions came from eminent scientists
working very much on their own, such as Ampferer,
Wegener, Argand and du Toit. The first quantitative
approaches, also carried out by loners, did not bring many
new results and sometimes even clouded the clear per-
ception of the more speculative contributions (Jeffreys,
1926). When Holmes (1928a) put forward the idea that the
presence of radioactivity in the mantle implies the exis-
tence of convection currents, the models were still largely a
product of his imagination, combined with the propositions
of other inventive scientists.
The large transformation that was to lead to the theory
of plate tectonics was effected by scientists exploring fields
of study that had been little known and often ignored by
geologists, such as paleomagnetism and physical ocean-
ography (for an analysis of research in uncharted fields, see
Oliver, 2003). As they were faced with the challenge of
analyzing objects that were not visually within direct reach,
they resorted to technological devices enabling them still to
gather significant quantitative data, which they strove to
collect over the entire world. The comparison and synthesis
of data originating from diverse disciplines (paleomagne-
tism, seismology, heat-flow, gravimetry, radiometric
dating, marine geology, etc.), but which were all very
necessary for establishing plate tectonics, was carried out
by scientists with broad overall views and not averse to the
speculation. It must be noted that the first clear formulation
by Holmes of the way oceanic crust formed on oceanic
ridges, and its sinking into the mantle at the oceanic
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trenches (Holmes, 1944), preceded the vast accumulation
of geophysical data during the post-war period. This was
also the case for Daly’s bold illustration (Fig. 8), showing
that the continental displacement contemplated by various
scientists entailed the sinking of the crust into the mantle
(Daly, 1933). Hess (1962) published a paper concerning the
history of oceanic basins which was both fundamental and
prophetic. It is a perfect illustration of the power of the
imagination when it is put in the service of integrating a
whole range of diverse data into a coherent whole, in this
case including data from petrology, a discipline of which
he had been a practitioner before his stint as a marine
geologist during the Second World War. His approach was
global and was based on simplifications which contained
what he considered to be the essential points. Hess was
convinced of the validity of his main propositions, but he
was also aware of possible errors and possible hostile
reactions. He therefore presented his work as a tentative
attempt in ‘‘geopoetry’’. Relying on manifold quantitative
data, he introduced the idea of sea floor spreading, in which
an oceanic crust of serpentinite acted as kind of conveyor
belt on the floor of the ocean, originating along the mid-
ocean ridges and sinking down into the mantle at the
trenches. What had been for its author a hypothesis struc-
turing his research, very quickly became the pattern of
reference into which researchers in various disciplines tried
to fit their own results. The integration of such diverse
elements, such as the interpretation of palaeomagnetic data,
the concept of transform faults, the geometry of the rota-
tion of rigid plates on spherical surface of the globe, the
dropping of serpentinite in favour of basalt as the main
constituent of the oceanic crust, led to the formulation of
the theory of plate tectonics during the period between late
1966 and early 1967. Convincing illustrations imposed
themselves, first in the form of planar sketches, then in the
shape of spherical models, integrating data that were
becoming more and more accurate. Over a very short span
of time, the new theory became the reference model into
which geological phenomena on the continents were to be
integrated, and, very soon, the inevitable prism through
which they had to be presented. The hypothesis of conti-
nental drift had undergone a very different kind of process.
It had been proposed at a time when the geological com-
munity was still poorly structured (Lemoine, 2004) and
when geological research was most of the time hampered
by its local roots. It had not been revitalised or changed by
independent data that could be gathered across the whole of
the globe. The only facts originated from the mapping of
the geology and morphology of continental areas, often
quite local and incomplete in nature, and at the same time it
was subject to barrage of criticism coming from research-
ers saying that it was mechanically impossible.
The research that led to the theory of plate tectonics was
mostly carried out by researchers in two English-speaking
countries: the USA and the UK. The international tensions
existing after the Second World War made it relatively
easy to find the large amounts of money necessary to carry
out research in oceanography and seismology. Outstanding
leaders, such as Ewing, Revelle, Menard and Bullard,
directors of oceanographic institutes and land-based geo-
physical research laboratories, found themselves in
favourable circumstances for them to bring about the sci-
entific progress in their special areas. They were
remarkable in the way they stood by the teams of young
research scientists, all well-versed in geophysics, and
spurred them on, committed to deepening knowledge of
everything that had to do with the marine domain. They
made sure it would happen. Theirs was a decisive role. To
establish the legitimacy of his theory, Wegener used data
from the geological literature, not of his own making, and
the most important facts had been known for a long time.
In contrast, the theory of plate tectonics originated from
within the very community of scientists who had been
carrying out the research leading to its formulation. Up to a
point one could say that it was the images that the data
gathered about the ocean domains brought to the fore, even
though they had been gathered for other purposes, rather
than the flashes of inspiration of individual research sci-
entists, that brought about its blossoming.
The geological exploration of oceanic depths could not
be carried out through direct observation, it was done
through the use of very sophisticated machines capable of
systematically collecting indirect quantitative data over
large areas or of direct sampling at isolated points. In order
to undertake that research one had to turn to scientists and
engineers coming from various highly specialised fields
(seismology, magnetism, heat flow, geochemistry, sedi-
mentology, palaeontology, etc.), working in a spirit of
cooperation—a work atmosphere far removed from that of
solitary field geologists, working very much on their own,
analysing and describing the rocks and the landscapes
which surround them. The Earth Sciences had entered the
age of ambitious interdisciplinary research projects
involving enormous budgets, large instruments, compli-
cated logistics. This process directed research more and
Fig. 8 Illustration of the formation of a mountain range during
continental collision with the plunging and disintegration of the upper
crust (subduction) into deeper levels of the Earth (Daly, 1942)
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more towards a rational quantitative approach, leading to a
fundamental questioning of the role of field geology and of
the relevance of map-making. The latter activities found
themselves more and more brushed aside and replaced by
indirect approaches, with more and more sophisticated
technological devices turning out larger and larger quan-
tities of facts and figures. This data was subsequently fed
into powerful computers that could deliver clear appraisals,
providing parameters could then be compared to those of
the models they had themselves contributed to setting up
(Dewey, 2003).
At first, it seemed likely that this trend would continue.
However, after an initial period in the doldrums, field
research has been given a new lease of life and is taking a
closer and more rigorous, goal-oriented look at the patterns
of relationships existing between rocks and their environ-
ment. With the advent of plate tectonics it soon became
clear that, far from being an obsolete and old-fashioned
activity, field geology remained an essential tool for
studying the Earth, combined with the specialised tools of
sedimentology, stratigraphy, structural geology, petrology,
radiometric dating, etc. It also became clear that it is just as
important for geophysicists and oceanographers to learn to
know and respect the results of field geology as it is for
geologists to learn to know and respect the results of geo-
physics and oceanography. Hence, since the 1970s, there
has been a increasing number of mega-projects with a
geological input which was at least as important as the
geophysical experiments. An early example was the Euro-
pean Geotraverse (EGT project, 1980–1992) from North
Cape to Tunisia, passing through Switzerland, which started
as the germ of an idea in the heads of two towering geo-
scientists based in Zu¨rich, the geophysicist Stefan Mu¨ller
and the geologist Rudolf Tru¨mpy (Blundell, Freeman, &
Mu¨ller, 1992). Later projects such as ECORS (France),
CROP (Italy) and NRP 20 (Switzerland) fall into the same
category (Roure, Heitzmann, & Polito, 1990). Today,
interdisciplinary geoscience projects, integrating the geol-
ogy and geophysics of continental areas, are the rule rather
than the exception. Field geology in the Alps before plate
tectonics may seem to have been an idiosyncratic occupa-
tion of loners, nature lovers and mountaineers, but, looking
in the back mirror, it lay the foundation for the Alps and
other mountain chains to become important natural labo-
ratories, where features deduced by indirect means under
the oceans or in the deep lithosphere can be described and
sampled, and subject to direct observation.
5 Overall considerations and conclusions
The theories of continental drift and plate tectonics came
upon the world as a surprise, each postulating the mobility
of continents on the surface of the globe. They have often
been presented as twin theories and parallels have been
drawn between the two. Yet there are great differences
between them when one considers the way they came into
being, and the way they argued their respective cases.
When it came to the way they were treated, there are very
obvious analogies as well as important discrepancies.
Continental drift was the brainchild of one man, Alfred
Wegener. Although he was often accused of engaging in
wild speculation (‘‘geopoetry’’, ‘‘geophantasy’’), his
thought process was as near to what has been called ‘‘to
speculate in a controlled way’’ (Milnes, 2009) as could be
achieved at the time. Though several scientists had reached
identical conclusions before Wegener, he was the first who
knew how to make the best possible use of a wide range of
well-known facts in the field of the earth science, which he
combined with a few new elements. He gathered these
together into a self-consistent whole and introduced a new
perspective that was both coherent and easy to grasp.
Presented in this way, the new theory could not be ignored,
all the more so since it was casting serious doubt on several
fundamental concepts, which up to then had been taken for
granted. The new theory proved very popular because of
the new perspectives it opened up, but it was also much
disparaged because of its boldness and the flimsiness of
some of its arguments, especially those related to the
mechanical causes of continental mobility. A good deal of
the stir caused by Wegener’s propositions came from the
fact they were introduced at the very moment when a
growing number of geologists were becoming aware that
the theories they relied on to explain the dynamics of the
Earth were useless. The very simple and evocative image
of the way coastlines fitted together on both sides of the
Atlantic carried forward the new theory. It was further
strengthened by throwing relevant new light on several
issues that up to that moment had not been well integrated
into a general view of how the planet had evolved, par-
ticularly the distribution of Permo-Carboniferous
glaciations and other palaeoclimatic zones in the Southern
Hemisphere, and the analogies found in fauna presently
scattered over the surface of the globe. In order to vindicate
his propositions and in spite of the being a meteorologist
and geophysicist, Wegener mostly called upon geological
features and considerations, which had become established
long ago but were looked at from a new angle. His
approach to the different gravity fields observed over
continents and over oceans proved particularly fruitful, but
it was very slow in asserting its supremacy. For instance,
on the eve of the Second World War, Gutenberg and
Richter (1939, pp. 322–323), two scientists that were par-
ticularly competent in the field, were still of the opinion
that a very thin continental crust covered the bottom of the
Atlantic and Indian Oceans. Later, Gutenberg (1951) was
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still maintaining that there was the possibility of finding
sialic material in some parts of the Eastern Atlantic. It was
only thanks to the research carried out by Ewing and Press
(1955) that it became established beyond doubt that oceans
should be considered as belonging to a world that was
totally independent from that of continents.
Most Alpine geologists expressed deep scepticism when
it came to taking Wegener’s theory into consideration.
Although they found it attractive, it seemed to them too
speculative and too far removed from their concerns. In
their opinion, it paid too little attention to field work and
rocks, which for them, along with construction of geolog-
ical maps and profiles, constituted the very core of their
discipline. Yet two geologists, Ampferer and Argand, fol-
lowed to a certain point by Staub, committed themselves to
making a plea in its favour, and to campaigning for its
promotion. Ampferer had in fact anticipated Wegener’s
ideas, and, as early as 1906, had suggested that the folds on
the surface of the Earth were due to the movements of
material within the Earth. He was to take up again some of
Wegener’s propositions, reappraising them and bringing
them even closer to the perspective that the theory of plate
tectonics would later adopt. He was to provide clear
examples of subduction and he would also show how basic
rocks had repeatedly settled into place on the bottom of
oceans (see Fig. 7). However, Ampferer’s approach was
clearly different from that of Argand, the second protago-
nist. Ampferer thought that through the knowledge and
thought he was bringing to the defence of the new theory,
he could improve on it. Argand wanted to illustrate its
validity by considering the geological evolution of the
Alpine chains, the continents bordering the Mediterranean,
and the whole of the Earth. These approaches and advances
were to be ignored by the scientists that would eventually
carry out the research leading to the theory of plate tec-
tonics, probably due to very few of them being familiar
with Alpine literature, especially that written in German. It
was even more the case for Ampferer, whose theoretical
contribution was often considered as of very dubious
quality by his peers, and who, as a member of the Austrian
Geological Survey did not benefit from the stimulation and
support which regular intercourse with students could
provide.
Argand had been very quickly attracted by Wegener’s
ideas. They fit so well with his own ideas of generalised
mobility, but he had difficulty properly acknowledging the
support it gave to his ideas in his publications, since they
came from outside the field of his own research. However,
all his work had been concentrated on the dominance of the
phenomenon of crustal shortening during the formation of
the Alps, on which his propositions of ‘‘embryonic tec-
tonics’’ rested. With the influence of Wegener’s work,
Argand also came to realise the importance of the
phenomenon of crustal extension. Under conditions of
extension in the continental crust, flakes of heavy oceanic
rocks came into being, and, on top of them, deposits of
bathyal and abyssal sediments, mixed with deposits origi-
nating from zones that were not as deep, brought about by
deepwater slumps, accumulated. The ‘‘geosynclines’’ with
typical sedimentation in huge depressions born out of a
crustal flexure, seemed to have become obsolete, although
Argand did not entirely discard this classical concept. In
the same way, when it came to explaining the presence of
mafic rocks in between the Pennine nappes, he did not
discard the idea of the presence of stretched basic intru-
sions fed by ‘‘the sub-continental sima’’‘‘the emplacement
of these rocks was essentially guided by kinetics’’ (Argand,
1934, p. 186). The sketch proposed to illustrate the
ophiolitic sutures between the continental masses stressed
the influence of tectonics (Schaer, 2010, Fig. 5). Argand’s
two prophetic propositions, the one concerning ophiolitic
sutures and the other concerning the extensional nature of
oceanic basins, were to be ignored by both Alpine geolo-
gists and the advocates of plate tectonics. They were
introduced in the somewhat abstruse text of his book La
Tectonique de l’Asie (Schaer, 2010) and they were never to
be made easier to understand or widely propagated by the
author himself. A few students and a few young colleagues
of his were to make an effort at broadcasting those ideas.
Given the fact that Argand did not offer them any support,
their efforts were to prove rather unsuccessful, all the more
so since as time went by, the messengers were attracted to
other scientific fields of investigation, often far removed
from geology. In Neuchatel itself, however, the continued
expression of his ideas did help to keep alive a feeling of
admiration for the revered Master that was to last for
several decades. It was in this way that also a positive view
on the idea of continental drift endured. The critical
statements of Wegmann, Argand’s successor, concerning
certain aspects of the theory, were mostly misunderstood or
not clearly grasped. They had no influence on the way
continental drift came to be accepted in the town that had
been testimony of the strength of its impetus.
In Switzerland, way beyond the 1940s, there was
otherwise a kind of mental block when it came to the ideas
that formed the intellectual legacy of people like Wegener,
Argand or Staub. A few scientists were probably aware of
the fact that in order to go beyond the views expressed by
the exuberant imagination of those scientists, it would have
been necessary to dispose of new data of a global nature.
However, at that time, Alpine research found itself
involved in a structural approach that was turning more and
more to local issues and was getting more and more
specialised. It was very often cut off from the interesting
developments that had recently taken place in sedimen-
tology as it was practised in the marine environment
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(Tru¨mpy, 2003). Even the interesting propositions that
Staub and his students had put forward concerning the
association of ophiolitic masses with tectonic units were
quickly shed because they diverged too far from current
views in ocean and Alpine research. Once again, generally
accepted views prevailed over new evidence coming from
geological fieldwork, even though the analysis was trying
to be subtle and objective.
In contrast to continental drift, which was based upon a
new interpretation of existing data, coming from a variety
of disciplines, plate tectonics drew upon facts and argu-
ments that were the product of recent intensive research
carried out by geophysicists and oceanographers in marine
domains that, until then, had remained almost unknown.
The abundance and quality of this wealth of information
proved so fruitful that the old approaches seemed devoid of
interest, whether the facts they provided or the ideas they
provoked. Continental geology was practically ignored,
except for the narrow zones of seismic activity, which were
mapped out on a global scale, also those by geophysicists.
Right at its inception, therefore, the new theory had a
remarkable internal coherence, but at the same time it had
become highly specialised and depended heavily on major
geophysical and oceanographic resources, which many
detractors would see as major flaw. In the post-war period,
due to the climate of international tensions (the Cold War),
oceanographic research became a high priority and was
carried out on a global scale. It was the magnitude of the
task and the strategic goals that people were trying to reach
that gave the whole project such gigantic proportions and
made it the exclusive preserve of the superpowers. This
situation led to a certain isolation of the researchers taking
part in the enterprise, a feeling of seclusion which was
further reinforced because most of the data gathered was
initially kept secret. The fact that geophysics had reached
such a dominant position and the fact it required such
mammoth investment led, even in the USA, to a situation
of monopoly, held, for instance, by exclusive institutions
like the Lamont Geological Observatory and the Script
Institution of Oceanography, and a few other research
centres—led by people with strong personalities such as
Hess in Princeton, Ewing at Lamont, and Bullard in
Cambridge. Le Pichon (1984) noted that for these reasons
‘‘the French were absent from the field of oceanography’’
and did not play a very active role in the field of geo-
physics, either. The same could be said of other nations of
continental Europe, including Switzerland, and as a result
they found themselves excluded from the debate that
brought about the emergence of the ‘‘new global tecton-
ics’’, as it was called at first.
Within the space of barely more than twenty years,
making full use of all the means that were put at their
disposal, the scientists who were exploring the oceanic
domain managed to provide a clear image of its inner
structure and evolution. This in turn made it much easier to
set out the theory of plate tectonics, which would encom-
pass the dynamics of the whole of the Earth. It did not
solve all problems, but it radically modified the range of
priorities, particularly when it came to research fields. The
continental areas lost their privileged status: they were
dragged along in a passive way by the lithosphere and were
no longer the key element in the Earth dynamics. Faced
with this new situation, the community of Alpine geolo-
gists showed, in general, extreme reticence, and most
geologists with field experience had the same reaction.
There were various causes for this resistance. To all the
reservations that had been expressed earlier to Wegener’s
theory, which superficially seemed to be a forerunner of
plate tectonics, was added the small amount of credit they
granted to geophysics and oceanography, especially that
the data the latter provided were always open to diverse
interpretations. At best, those communities could go as far
as accepting the great clarity of the structures found in the
ocean, but they were of the opinion that the integration of
these data with those of continental geology was prob-
lematic. This was all the more so because the complex
structures found on the continents bore no resemblance to
the apparent simplicity of the ocean floors. For some
people, the loss of their private research kingdoms and of
the potential glory attached to them may also explain their
resistance to the introduction of the new theory. Although
the great overthrusts that had been clearly identified by the
end of the nineteenth century in the Alps and other
mountain chains could not be accounted for by the sup-
posed contraction of the Earth, most Alpine geologists
were extremely critical of the hypothesis of continental
drift, in spite of Argand’s influence, and, later, of plate
tectonics. In the latter case, the reaction in Switzerland was
partly influenced by the fact that there was very little
interest in those circles for geophysics. A certain inertia
can be discerned, a certain clinging to traditional ideas, an
excessive conservatism. The resounding successes of
Alpine geology in the past seems to have played an
important role, fostering a refusal of geologists to commit
themselves to the new avenues of research. There was, at
the time, an attitude which led to narrower and narrower
specialisation, to a focus on the finer and finer details of
Alpine structure, and to a manifest lack of interest in the
revolution which was taking place and in the contributions
of closely related geoscientific disciplines. Nevertheless,
the winds of change were blowing, and important steps
were made by people who kept a broad-minded attitude
and could see beyond the national borders and the confines
of geological disciplines. In Switzerland and other Alpine
countries, geologists and geophysicists eventually found
each other, large-scale projects were carried through, and
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the significance of the detailed picture of the Alpine
orogeny which had been painstakingly built up over the
preceding decades, between the two revolutions, as a
testing ground and as a window into the Earth, became
better recognised.
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